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System Integrity and IT Security – Can We Really Have Both?

From the first moment you take over a network to secure it – what

do you do?  According to best practices, you should audit the

network, discover all the devices on the network, compare them

with the expected inventory and then begin to ‘lock things down’.

What does this mean?  Some say it means to look at each device

for their IT Security posture – from the router to the firewall to all

your servers to your desktops, laptops, managed switches,

wireless gear, etc.  Then, you’ll find yourself patching and planning

and improving the security posture.  You’ll review the state of the firewall, anti-virus, anti-spam,

content filtering and so much more.  You’ll want your end-users to use the latest and greatest

endpoint security, much with some of these i/o intensive security components.  Then, if you

haven’t yet been breached or infected, you’ll breathe your first sigh of relief at a job well done.

Then, your users will ask you ‘why is my computer so slow’ and ‘can’t I get more memory or a

bigger hard drive or a newer machine?  You’ll probably not yet have that in the budget.  So they

will convince you how hard it is to do their job with such poor system performance.  Then, one

day, you’ll get hit with a botnet or a distributed denial of service attack….then they will complain

from the receptionist to the CEO – and it will all be your fault….why can’t we have BOTH

System Integrity and IT Security?  That has been THE CHALLENGE since the beginning of

Cyber Security.  Is it possible to have both?  Our writers and I believe that YES you can

experience long-term System Integrity and IT Security together and that’s why we are focusing

each edition on a different angle of Best Practices – so you can create your own processes and

plans, based on the advice of experts – to begin to experience what you deserve – a solid,

stable network, happy end-users and no data breaches.  It is possible but you must be ever so

vigilant in the world filled with new malware and cyber criminals throughout the globe, not to

mention malicious insiders. Read on and see if you can take a new, more innovative approach

to your own System Integrity and IT Security posture – send us your feedback – let us know!

Pierluigi Paganini
Pierluigi Paganini, Editor-in-Chief, Pierluigi.Paganini@cyberdefensemagazine.com

P.S.  Congratulations to Eddie Silvaz (USA) as this month’s contest winner!

mailto:Pierluigi.Paganini@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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Best Practices: Augmented Security in the Production Network
ZF Sachs, an international automotive supplier for drive and chassis components
headquartered in Schweinfurt / Germany, has permanently improved the security of its
industrial networks. The starting point: decentralized security architecture with industrial
firewalls.

The reasons for stronger security in the

production plants included virus problems in the

office network. Compared to the manageable risk

of an office computer infection, the risk potential

for production facilities was considered to be

significantly higher. In order to minimize the risk

of possible disturbances or even production

downtimes through faulty accesses or malware,

ZF Sachs decided to implement additional

security precautions.

Decentralized security philosophy

The task of the new security architecture was to

protect the production plants from both undesirable external and internal accesses and limit the

spread of infiltrating virus attacks.

Sealing off the office network from the production network was considered to be the most

suitable strategy; this was carried out with a large firewall and structured security architecture

(defense in depth), with which critical individual systems could also be safeguarded. The control

and filtering of network traffic through firewalls took on a key role. More perfectly organized and

distributed protection, along with the greater degree of flexibility for a typical industry network

design and lower investment/operating costs: all these factors argued in favor of a decentralized

architecture with firewalls. The segmentation through VLAN-compatible switches into logically

separated segments was evaluated and rejected, as virtual LANs were considered to be too

difficult to control from a security point of view.

The automation technology and machine maintenance departments were responsible for the

implementation, in coordination with the IT department. Along with the use of virus scanners in

the production area, the most important measure became the segmentation of the production
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network into small and manageable machine networks. The assignment was conducted

spatially based on building zones with additional Profinet components for individual installations.

A total of 40 decentralized machine networks were implemented and each of these

subnetworks was secured by an mGuard firewall from Phoenix Contact and Innominate.

“We evaluated different firewall security products under two main criteria. Industrial suitability

with, e.g., an extended temperature range was particularly important to us. We also needed a

solution that could be integrated as flexibly as possible and with a low level of complexity into

our automation component environment,” says Asmund Hey, head of automation technology for

ZF Sachs technical services, in explaining the decision for the mGuard security solution.

Setting up decentralized firewalls

The implementation of the decentralized security architecture was based on the network

structure plan. This describes the individual network segments and contains specifications

concerning which device is attached to which port, as well as which IP addresses, MAC

addresses, firmware version and product designations are given.

“To ensure that the decentralized architecture with 40 individual machine networks did not lead

to greater configuration and operative effort, we first developed a basic set of common firewall

rules for all subnetworks as an overriding control. The implementation was relatively simple,”

reports Asmund Hey. For the rollout, the master parameters were read out from a memory chip

upon start-up and applied to the subnetwork. This meant that most of the requirements were

already covered. Only individual rules had to be added for special cases, e.g. for controller

access to office server shares.

A three-month introductory and learning phase followed start-up, allowing any missing accesses

or ports to be included. “During this phase, we realized how important a careful network

architecture plan is. The more time invested here, the smaller the correction effort will be later.

We also discovered the advantages of central device management,” says Asmund Hey, listing

the most important experiences gained during the start-up.

Automation technology requirements

Various requirements need to be taken into account when setting up the decentralized security

architecture. The production facility with Profinet components needed to be sealed off from

disturbances from the network. The “8HP” (a torque converter for 8-gear automatic
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transmissions) requires TCP/IP communication on the level of Profinet protocols. In the

process, a good deal of IP addresses had to be managed and a clear segmentation and

sealing-off were necessary for the field bus components. As a jitter period of less than a

microsecond is given for the response time behavior of the components in real time, they had to

be consistently sealed off in a network to prevent disturbances like the typical broadcast.

Therefore a dedicated network segment was reserved for the 8HP. A further requirement was

1:1 NAT (network address translation) for DNC (distributed numerical control) machines. This

concerned the software for the distribution of the DNC programs running in the office network.

Since the mGuard components support 1:1 NAT, no adjustments to the internal address space

of the machines were necessary for the software.

Setting up port forwarding was a further important requirement, as central databases had to be

accessed from the outside in the plant stations. Strict outgoing rules were also necessary. The

spatial separation of plants leads to a distribution of the software and process data, which must

then be centrally merged again on a server. Access to the central server is enabled through

rules in the central firewalls, but any other uncontrolled access is prevented.

Decentralized firewalls have increased security

The mGuard security solution has been used at ZF Sachs for two years now. The decentralized

firewalls in new plants or in plants with Profinet components are now equipped to protect

against disturbances. “The decentralized networks run smoothly. There is nothing that halts the

automation technology and operation continues largely without maintenance. We also

successfully protected several older machines without virus protection from disturbances and

attacks. Thanks to the segmentation, any virus brought in by a technician has not been able to

spread into the network,” says Asmund Hey in summing up his experiences. And he has a good

comparison, as the virus problem continues to be present in the office area or in old machines

without firewall protection. Asmund Hey emphasizes that a secure production flow is also

guaranteed when other network components fail. If this is the case, the firewall protects the

plants from disruptive broadcasts or defective packages.

“The experiences we’ve had with the launch, operation and the security standard attained

through the decentralized firewalls have all been very good. This is probably also due to the

excellent support provided by Innominate. The response times are short, and if we have ideas

or improvement suggestions, these are normally included in one of the next versions,” says

Asmund Hey in describing the collaboration.
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Further improvements are planned

One of the extensions under way now is setting up a central administration for the decentralized

machine networks. Goals include standardization to the largest extent possible, uniform

configuration and an easier administration of the networks. To this end, the Innominate Device

Manager (IDM) is being introduced, which provides the status information of all administered

components for a central monitoring. Finished configurations or updates can be transferred

from the IDM to the decentralized firewalls. And a high degree of automation for the

configuration of individual devices can be obtained through its template and inheritance

technology.

Another project is related to the use of mGuards for remote maintenance. The plant

manufacturer, but also the internal test equipment design, requires remote maintenance

access. The employees at ZF Sachs have longstanding experience with remote maintenance.

Through the new security architecture with the machines behind the firewall, however, a new

solution needs to be found that is aligned with the altered security rules. The secure remote

access via VPNs is therefore a highly interesting additional benefit provided by the mGuard

protection.

About ZF Sachs

As the driveline and chassis components division of ZF Friedrichshafen AG, ZF Sachs AG is

headquartered in Schweinfurt / Germany and employs a staff of 16,500 workers around the

world. For more than 100 years, ZF Sachs has been a renowned partner of the automotive

industry. Its products are not only used with traditional applications in cars, commercial

vehicles, rail, construction and agricultural technology, but also in motorsports.

About the Author

Jake Sailana currently serves as Marketing Communications Manager at

ZyXEL Communications. To his role, Jake brings over 10 years of experience

in the areas of secure broadband networking, Internet connectivity and home

entertainment. He attended Michigan State University and holds an MS in

computer science and operations management.

Owner
Rectangle

Owner
Text Box
Mr. Asmund Hey, head of automation technology for ZF Sachs technical services.
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Best Practices: 5 Steps for Rapidly Securing Endpoints and

Minimizing Risk

By Dan Ross, CEO, Promisec
Does your IT budget include a line item for

rebounding from security risks? Unless it is in

the six figures—that is, if such a budget exists at

all—it may not be enough. According to

research from the Ponemon Institute, corporate

and government organizations paid an average

of $8.9 million in costs related to cyber attacks in

2012—with some companies reporting costs of

up to $46 million. 2013 may only get worse:

according to a study from Microsoft and IDC,

enterprises are expected to spend $114 billion

dealing with malware-related cyber attacks and

an additional $350 billion dealing with data

breaches this year.

A number of factors contribute to this cost.

Internally, it requires resources to detect, investigate and remediate any issues, plus take the

necessary, subsequent steps to ward off future attacks. On top of that, external factors like

revenue loss, business disruption and settling any lawsuits also take a sizable toll.

Regardless of whether it is denials of service, web-based attacks, malicious insiders, or an

entirely new breed of attacks, one constant remains: the need to deal with any and all attacks

quickly to minimize the amount of risk and associated costs that come with them.

Not Your Parents Threat Landscape

Protecting against potential threats is certainly nothing new. However, there are constantly new

threats that IT teams must protect against—and those threats become more complex every day.
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Consider the many companies now on Spamhaus’ black list and the myriad malware attacks on

the likes of Facebook, Apple and Twitter, to name just a few.

Hackers have become more sophisticated and have become skilled at getting into IT

environments. As a result, the perimeter of the network is no longer the main concern; it is the

endpoints and applications that are putting IT organizations on high alert.

Ironically, the technologies developed to protect against such threats have not evolved at the

same pace. One of the not-so-best-kept-secrets in IT today is the sheer lack of ability of current

anti-virus technologies to detect or prevent cyber attacks.

An individual attack that starts on a single endpoint can bring an entire network—and an entire

company’s operations—to a screeching halt in a matter of minutes. Time to protection has never

been more critical and there are five steps every IT organization should take to ensure it is both

speedy and complete when preparing for a would-be attack or attacker.

Step 1: Open the Kimono

It is impossible to remediate issues that are not known. National Security Agency Chief Keith

Alexander believes that for every company that knows it’s been hacked, there are another 100

who do not even know their systems have been breached. This eye-opening statistic suggests

that most IT organizations do not have nearly enough visibility into their environment.

While it is finally acknowledged that the current agent-based technologies cannot deliver and

are inadequate, having 100 percent coverage and visibility into each and every endpoint—

regardless of the platform or operating system and regardless of whether the agent is

operational or not, must be made the top priority. This includes every laptop that signs onto the

network, every device attached (storage, Wi-Fi), every server or PC that is added in a new

remote office—and everything in between. Agentless technology enables IT teams to get this

level of insight with minimal management and without ever having to manage the impossible

task of getting their hands on every device to install a piece of software.

Step 2: Agentless, Out- Of-Band, Demand 24/7 Monitoring

Long durations of time between monitoring and inspections make companies vulnerable to an

attack, which could cause a lot of damage before anyone knows, or can, take action. Many
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solutions deployed in today’s organizations require waiting until the end of the work day or even

the weekend to inspect endpoints and few actively monitor during business hours.

Consider this: it has been reported that the U.S. Navy is cyber attacked 110,000 times every

hour. Although many enterprises are not under the same scrutiny as the Navy, even a small

fraction of such attacks could wreak havoc and underscores why IT organizations should take

steps to deploy the renewed and innovative agentless technology that continuously monitor and

inspect endpoints at regular intervals, during operating hours and without interrupting network or

employee performance.

Step 3: Consolidate Data to Act Fast

When a security issue does arise—and in today’s world, that is nearly inevitable even with top of

the line solutions—IT teams need the insight to act, fast. Gathering data from multiple sources

and analyzing it to decipher what is happening is difficult and time consuming. It is confounded

when those data sources point in different directions.

One emerging best practice that alleviates this timely and frustrating process is to identify a

single solution that can have an independent look across all endpoints and platforms to  provide

data from all of an organization’s endpoints, such as security controls—anti-virus, patching, and

configuration deviation control- applications, registry, startup commands, services, processes

etc.—in a single, consolidated view. The result is not only faster time to action on the

vulnerability at hand, but also clearer insight into where the weakness started so it can be better

protected and managed in the future.

Step 4:  Make the Most of Compliance

Regulatory, security and IT policy compliance regularly tops the list of IT’s most common

headaches. This is especially true in highly regulated industries, like financial services and

healthcare. However, smart IT organizations are turning this Achilles’ heel into an advantage

against cyber attacks.

Get ahead of risks by using compliance and auditing procedures to gain insight into each and

every endpoint and the activity on those endpoints. In this case what is required is a solution
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enabling IT managers to combine three different monitoring methodologies: White list, Black list

and a User-defined working independently or in parallel to control corporate policy gaps. The

moment one employee steps outside the boundaries of IT policy or the instant a Sarbanes–

Oxley issue goes awry, IT can and should be informed so they can resolve any gaps in

compliance before it escalates into a bigger security issue.

Step 5:  Remediate Rapidly

After following the first four steps, the fifth and final one comes the easiest of all: rapid

remediation. Armed with a tool that provides complete, agnostic visibility, continuous monitoring

and in-depth reporting across solutions and policies, IT teams can identify the source, control

the propagation and fix issues quickly. Best-of-breed solutions can even do this remotely,

hastening the time to resolution and protection further.

With cyber-attacks costing enterprises tens of thousands of dollars with each minute they go

unaddressed, mere seconds can make a major difference when acting (or not) on threats and

vulnerabilities. And for the world’s top companies, the negative impact to brand reputation

multiplies the risk tenfold or more. IT organizations cannot afford the ramifications—financial

and otherwise—of waiting any longer to speed up their time to protection.

About the Author

Dan Ross, Promisec CEO and President

Dan Ross is CEO and President of Promisec, a company that

transforms how global companies manage and control their

endpoints. Through actionable endpoint intelligence, Promisec

makes managing complex IT operations simpler and more efficient

for millions of endpoints.  Its patented agentless technology provides

full visibility of enterprise environments, often detecting previously

invisible vulnerabilities. Ross brings more than 30 years of

successful entrepreneurial leadership and management to Promisec.
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HTTP-Botnets: The Dark Side of a Standard Protocol!
By Meisam Eslahi

When the HTTP protocol was born at 1999, no one ever thought it will be used by one of

the most dangerous Cyber threats called Botnet. A bot is an application that can perform and

repeat a particular task faster than a human. When a large number of bots infect different

targets (e.g. Computers and Mobile Devices) and connect to each other, they form a network of

bots or BotNet. A botnets consists of three main elements: the bots, the command and control

servers (C&C), and a sophisticated attacker known as a botmaster who designed and control

the botnet.

The first generations of botnets use the Internet relay chat or IRC and the relevant

channels to establish a central command and control mechanism. The IRC bots follow the

PUSH approach as they connect to selected channels and remain in the connect mode. They

connect to the IRC servers and channels that have been selected by a botmaster and waits for

commands. Although the IRC botnets are easy to use, control and manage, they suffer from a

central point of failure.

To overcome this issue, the peer to peer architecture is used in the second generation of

botnets where instead of having a central C&C server, the botmaster sends a command to one

or more bots, and they deliver it to their neighbours.

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2616
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Since the botmaster commands are distributed by other bots, the botmaster is not able

to monitor the delivery status of the commands. Moreover, the implementation of a P2P botnet

is difficult and complex. Therefore, botmasters have begun to use the central C&C model again,

where the HTTP protocol is used to publish the commands on certain web servers.

Botnet History by Jae-Seo Lee

Instead of remaining in connected mode, the HTTP bots periodically visit certain web

servers to get updates or new commands. This model is called the PULL style and continues at

a regular interval that is defined by the botmaster.

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/login.jsp?tp=&arnumber=4725350&url=http%3A%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fxpls%2Fabs_all.jsp%3Farnumber%3D4725350
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Botmasters use HTTP protocol to hide their activities among the normal web flows and

easily avoid current detection methods like firewalls. Therefore, there is no surprise when 6 out

of 9 most dangerous Botnets of 2012, were HTTP Botnets.

Name Description

Festi The Festi, which is also known as a king of spam is one of

the most powerful spam and DDoS attackers since 2009.

Grum By having more than 840,000 infected targets all around

the world the Grum know as second largest spam botnet in

the world.

Zeus The Zeus is one of the most dangerous HTTP-based

botnet, which is mainly designed to steal banking

information.

SpyEye Like Zeus, the SpyEye is also designed to steal sensitive

information.

Citadel It is developed after the Zeus source code to fix the Zeus

bugs and shortcomings.

TDL-4 It is a complex http based which uses domain flux

technique to periodically change the command and control

server domains and avoid detections methods

http://www.siliconindia.com/news/enterpriseit/9-Most-Dangerous-Botnets-of-2012-nid-135435-cid-7.html
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Because of the wide range of HTTP services used, unlike the IRC and P2P, it is not

easy to block this service. Moreover, this service is commonly used by normal applications and

services in the Internet. some normal applications and services such as Gmail session (which

periodically checks for new emails), auto updaters, HTTP based download managers, self-

refresh pages and some browsers’ toolbars can generate the same periodic pattern and

increase false positive rates in the detection results. Thus, detection of the HTTP botnets with

low rate of false alarms (e.g. false negative and false positive) has become a notable challenge.

The detection of HTTP Botnets gets even worse where the Botmasters use the legitimate

websites (e.g. hacked servers) or normal services (e.g. social bots) to establish their command

and controls.

A TASTE OF HTTP BOTNETS

The review of the characteristics of different types of botnets shows that HTTP-based

botnets have a set of attributes that make it difficult for them to be detected. On the other hand,

the number of studies focusing on the detection of HTTP-based botnets is relatively low

(compared to the number of those on IRC-based and P2P botnets) especially in the HTTP-

based mobile botnets which operate on the mobile devices and networks.

There are several techniques that have been used to detect and analyze bots and

botnets activities such as Honeypots and Honeynets, analyzing of attacks behavior (e.g. DDOS,

Spam), DNS queries monitoring and analysis, signature-based botnet detection and operational

http://blog.zeltser.com/post/7010401548/bots-command-and-control-via-social-media
http://www.team-cymru.com/ReadingRoom/Whitepapers/2008/http-botnets.pdf
http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/12862/malware/mobile-botnets-from-anticipation-to-reality.html
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behavioral analysis techniques. However, recent techniques are mainly designed based on

passive behavior analysis in which the network traffic is collected for a period of time first and

then the collected traffic is analyzed to look for any evidence of botnet activities.

One of the early studies on HTTP botnet detection was conducted by Jae-Seo team at

Chonnam National University in 2008. They defined a parameter called Degree of Periodic

Repeatability (DPR) to measure the regularity of connections of HTTP-based bots to certain

servers based on the connections’ interval.

They suggested that an activity is considered a bot if the DPR is low, although the DPR

becomes low only if a bot uses the fixed connection intervals. By changing the connection

intervals technique (e.g. random pattern), the botmasters can evade this technique and

generate a false negative in results. Moreover, the authors observed that by using this

technique, the normal automatic software, such as updaters and HTTP downloaders, can be

detected as a bot and generate a false positive in results. For instance we have already

downloaded a file using a normal HTTP downloader and as shown in figure below the time

intervals are similar to the potential bots shown above which produce a very low DPR.
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To reduce the false alarm rates Guofei Gu from Success Lab proposed Botsniffer and

its extension BotMiner based on cooperative behaviour of bots in the same botnet based on the

idea that same behaviour pose by the bots from the same Botnet. However, this method

requires an adequate number of members (bots) in one botnet to make detection successfully.

Therefore, they provide less efficiency in detection of small-scale botnets or even single bots

which plays an important role in early detection of a botnet to prevent further propagation and

damages. Finally, like Jae-Seo they also observed that some services such as Gmail session,

which periodically checks for updates, can be detected as suspicious activity.

Accordingly, Wie Lu and his team categorised the services and application flows using

payload-signature to examine the bit strings in the packets payload as a signature. These

signatures were used to separate known traffic from unknown traffic in order to decrease the

false alarm rates. Like traditional signature-based techniques the proposed classifier is less

effective as it is unable to identify new or encrypted patterns and possibly increase the false

negative rate. To overcome this issue, they propose a fuzzy cross-association classifier which

uses synchronisation activity as a metric based on the fact that the bots may perform abnormal

activities to be in synchronisation with other bots in the same botnet. This method is also

designed based on cooperative behaviour and requires a large number of bots in one botnet.

Finally, In order to detect small-scale botnets with lower false alarms, Binbin Wang used

request byte, response byte, the number of packets, the average length of packets, and the

average arrive-interval of packets within a connection as common features of an HTTP

connection, to classify the similar connections generated by a single bot. However a single bot

is successfully detected in their method, some techniques like random request delay or random

packet number can evade their detection method and generate high false negative rates in the

results. In addition, like the other HTTP-based botnet detection approaches, normal programs

which generate periodic connections (e.g. Auto Refresh Pages) can be detected as a bot and

increase the number of false positives. For instance, this time we run an auto refresh page and

as shown in figure below it generates the similar average length of packets, and average arrive-

interval of packets.

http://faculty.cs.tamu.edu/guofei/
http://www.isoc.org/isoc/conferences/ndss/08/papers/17_botsniffer_detecting_botnet.pdf
https://www.damballa.com/downloads/a_pubs/Usenix08.pdf
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1533062
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Each of aforementioned methods comes with different tradeoffs regarding false alarm

rates and efficiency in detecting HTTP-based botnet with random patterns. Moreover,

regardless of the efficiency and accuracy of these techniques, they are mostly designed based

on computer and computer network behaviours and characteristics and may not be directly

applicable for HTTP based botnets in mobile devices and networks.

About the Author

Meisam Eslahi is an information security researcher and digital

forensic investigator, received his Masters’ of Computer Science
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Best Practices for Secure Mobile File Sharing

By Jon Pincus, Senior Vice President of Products, Accellion, Inc.
More Devices, More Files, and More Risks

The mobile revolution in IT shows no sign of slowing

down. Over 75% of workers in the U.S. are now

carrying mobile devices, according to Cisco.1 And a

recent survey by iPass found that the average mobile

worker is now carrying 3.5 devices.2

Of course, mobile workers want their files on all those

devices. Since they have selected and purchased

some of those devices themselves, they frequently

store personal files along with business on those

devices.

Ten years ago, IT departments could protect business

data by provisioning all computers and devices

themselves, keeping most of those devices within a perimeter fortified with firewalls and web

gateways, and restricting mobile access to a few roles in the organization, such as field sales

and support.

Today business files reside on a bewildering mix of mobile devices, which are now carried by

the majority of employees. Through mobile computing, business files travel to home computers

and wifi hotspots. They bounce from cloud services to devices and back. Shared quickly and

casually, these files are more vulnerable than ever before:  vulnerable to interception and

tampering, and vulnerable to malware. The risks are great. When a mobile device is lost or

compromised, not only its own data but the entire corporate network is put at risk. Business

costs can include not only lost competitiveness but hefty regulatory fines for data breaches.

The Risks of Mobility
Before considering some best practices for protecting mobile data, let’s look closely at some of

the risks that need to be addressed.

1 http://network.cisco.com/the-future-of-workplace-mobility.html
2 http://www.ipass.com/resource-center/surveys-reports/reports/q1-report-2012/
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 Business Data on Consumer Devices.

Many consumer mobile devices now holding business data were not designed with

business-grade security in mind. BlackBerrys were popular with IT departments in part

because they had enterprise security features built in. Other devices, such as iPhones

and Android phones, typically lack these features or disable them by default.

 Personal Data Mixed with Business Data.

The advanced multimedia features of today’s smartphones, tablets, and laptops

encourage workers to use them for non-business uses, such as editing and storing

photos, assembling musical playlists, purchasing and playing games, and so on. There’s

always the risk that some of this personal content will get mixed up with business

content. There’s also a risk that malware in personal content will infect the device and

jeopardize business data.

 New Mobile Malware.

Malware targeting mobile devices is on the rise. IBM predicts that mobile malware will

grow 15% annually over the next few years.3 As mobile devices become more popular,

they become a more popular target for attack.

 Phishing Attacks that Slip Past Network Defenses.

Employees are increasingly using mobile devices to read email and surf the Web at

remote locations such as home offices and cafes. These locations lack the protection of

firewalls and web gateways that guard corporate networks. Criminal organizations are

now designing phishing attacks to activate malware only at night and on weekends when

users are mostly likely to be checking email from an unprotected location.

 Lost Devices.

Every 3.5 seconds, someone in America loses a cell phone, totaling $30 billion in lost

equipment per year.4 Even if a lost smartphone or tables does not hold confidential data,

it still might include apps or cached credentials that make it easier for criminals to hack

into an organization’s network or bank account.

3 http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240105733/Mobile-malware-is-on-the-rise-warns-IBM-report
4 http://blogs.smartmoney.com/paydirt/2012/03/23/lost-phones-cost-americans-30-billion-a-year/
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 Risky File Sharing.

To distribute files quickly and easily across an ever-changing collection of mobile

devices, users are turning to free public-cloud file sharing services like Dropbox.

Unfortunately, many of these services have suffered data breaches. Dropbox, for

example, accidentally disabled all password protection on all its customers’ accounts for

four hours. In addition, these services lack the centralized control and monitoring

features that businesses need—especially in highly regulated industries such as

healthcare and finance.

Best Practices for Sharing Files Securely
Fortunately, it is possible for businesses to make mobile devices, including consumer mobile

devices, secure. New secure mobile productivity solutions install secure software “containers”

on mobile devices. These secure containers shield confidential business data from unauthorized

access and from infection from malware affecting other files on the device. The secure

containers can be remotely controlled and configured by IT departments. In effect, they provide

IT administrators with a secure storage area on every authorized employee’s mobile device. If a

device is lost or stolen, administrators can quickly disable access rights for all files in that

container on the device.

Leveraging a secure mobile productivity solution, here are the top six ways to protect

confidential data on mobile devices:

1. Choose a Solution that Protects All Confidential Files on All Devices.

Deploy a file sharing solution that runs on all the mobile devices that employees are

carrying. A file sharing solution should support iOS devices (iPhones and iPads),

Android devices, BlackBerrys, and Windows Phones.

2. Centralize Control and Monitoring.

Deploy a mobile productivity solution with centralized access controls and with logging,

so if you need to provide an audit trail of how confidential data has been distributed, you

can easily produce one.

3. Integrate Mobile Security with SharePoint and other ECM Systems.

Many organizations have invested in ECM systems like SharePoint and email servers

like Exchange. Choose a solution that integrates with these platforms, so that secure file
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sharing to mobile devices becomes a natural part of doing work, and so that workers in

remote locations always have access to the critical files they need.

4. Use Private Clouds.

Deploy your mobile productivity solution on a private cloud, rather than a public cloud, so

that your IT organization has complete control over the location and availability of data.

Private cloud solutions enable your organization to take advantage of the economic

benefits and flexibility of cloud computing, without exposing itself to the security and

availability risks of public clouds.

5. Require users to assign passcodes to devices.

Passcodes keep data safe, even if devices are lost or stolen.

6. Block Risky Services – Nudge Users to Safety.

Block risky file sharing services like Dropbox. Employees may still be tempted by these

free services. By blocking these services, you ensure that employees won’t use them

surreptitiously, jeopardizing the confidentiality of your organization’s data.

By following these six best practices, IT administrators can ensure that no matter where

employees go and how many devices they carry, corporate files are always safe and data

management workflows are always compliant.
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Big Security Breaches at Small Businesses – UTMs to Rescue

Independent research firm Ponemon Institute

recently surveyed 1,200 businesses with $10

million revenue or less and found that a

whopping 55 percent reported at least one data

breach*. What’s more – about half of those

questioned said they were hacked multiple times

during the year prior to the survey.  However

here's the kicker – 67 percent of the

compromised businesses did not inform their

customers of the breach, which is against the

law. “We're too small to matter...” was the

common rationalization.

As network demand and usage rapidly increase for businesses, network threats also become an

unavoidable problem that organizations must deal with appropriately. As with large companies,

small businesses cannot afford to put their customers’ records, financial information, intellectual

property and other critical resources at risk in a network environment.

UTMs (Unified Threat Management systems) offer small to mid-size businesses a Swiss-knife

approach to network security. These all-in-one security devices sit on the network perimeter,

monitoring all the data traffic that comes into or leaves the corporate network.  More than

firewalls, UTMs offer multiple security features and services that help businesses fight a variety

of threats and also protect against resource drain from personal or illicit use.

These devices are easy to own and maintain without requiring an army of software engineers.

What’s more, the latest devices come linked to the cloud so they keep evolving, as do the

threats they are protecting against.

BYOD: That Was Then, This Is Now

Mobile devices have changed everything, including how businesses manage their network’s

security. Things were challenging enough when employees began to use the Internet for their

job. Then they found reasons they needed access to dubious sites that presented potential
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threats including viruses and malware, which offered a conduit to malicious individuals that

could steal confidential material faster than you can say “China APT1.”

And now that personnel have essentially bridged the gap between work and play by bringing

office projects to their personal laptops, smart phones, tablets, and other gizmos, the security

landscape is even more daunting.

The 2012 Aberdeen survey of US companies indicated that more than 80 percent have allowed

employees to use their personal devices for work. A similar upward trend exists outside the US.

Big names like Kraft, Whirlpool and some divisions of IBM are among the large organizations

that have established BYOD guidelines for their employees.

The BYOD phenomenon is a result of employees being more productive with preferred devices.

In addition, with personal devices and 24/7 remote access, employees gain the ability to fit work

around their lifestyles – which, for the individual, is a great incentive. With this flexibility, users

are in a better position to produce high quality work.

So rather than fight this new phenomenon, businesses can embrace this trend with proper

security policies. Among the most important are:

1. Devices must be password protected. For further security, businesses can use one-time

passwords and alternate notification methods (e.g. text messages).

2. Secure remote access via SSL VPN (Secure Socket Layer Virtual Private Network),

which is a standard feature of most UTM devices. Once a user has been authenticated,

companies must secure the network connection. SSL VPN gives employees enormous

flexibility to access the network securely from any location or device. Furthermore, unlike

IPSec (Internet Protocol Security), SSL VPN provides secure remote connectivity

without the need for software to be installed on each device.

3. Applications may only be downloaded from sites that have been deemed trustworthy by

the IT organization.

4. Mobile devices must support the ability to be remotely wiped clean of all data in the

event they are lost or stolen. Also once an employee leaves the company, network
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access should leave with them. A security set-up with an effective and central Access

Control mechanism is vital.

App Patrol and Content Control

For businesses, Internet access without some sort of filtering or control is cyber criminals

dream. And catching viruses is not the only danger here: Applications like P2P (Peer-to-Peer)

sharing, Instant Messaging and video streaming can be a huge drain on both resources and

business productivity. While individual employees might be involved in illegal P2P file sharing,

the businesses could be ultimately liable. This is evident from the increase in the number of

“Cease and Desist” letters being given to businesses by their ISPs.

Social media is another trend businesses have to contend with. When used effectively, it can be

an invaluable tool to manage customer relationships. But it has been increasingly misused by

employees who, research shows, can spend upwards of two hours per day on Facebook and

other social media sites during work hours. Non work-related use of social media at the

workplace not only drains productivity and network bandwidth, but also increases security

threats.

Spam Control

Mobile devices are quickly taking over as the preferred way for employees to read their email.

This actually can be of benefit to businesses.

Spam may be eliminated at the network perimeter rather than after it has permeated the

network, which offers greater network security. Also, catching spam at that point reduces waste

of corporate bandwidth, and with new pay per byte mobile data plans, it will also reduce costs.

Malware may also be nullified, so malicious threats such as the deadly “I love you” email virus

can’t reach the network. Finally, the cloud offers state-of-the-art filtration from the most

trustworthy hardware and software security vendors.
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Usual Suspects

Malware and distributed DDos (Denial of Service) attacks are common network threats from

which businesses need protection. Deep Packet Inspection firewalls, Intrusion Detection and

Prevention services and Anti-Virus services are an extremely effective deterrent against these

threats. Businesses must implement these measures to ensure the viability of their business

and the integrity of their data. A major – or even a minor – breech can eviscerate any size

business.

Secrecy is not an answer. As these data breaches become more frequent, law enforcement is

cracking down on this lack of disclosure. And if a business or law enforcement does not inform

the clients, the competition or media will.

Of even greater concern, businesses risk losing customers once they are directly or indirectly

informed, especially since network security has been made more affordable and easier to

manage with all-in-one UTM devices. Proactivity is the only answer.
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Best Practices: Protecting Your Online
Identity
The phrase 'there's no privacy online' is fast becoming a

truism in many online communities – and it's not hard to

understand why. Barely a week passes without a new

piece of draconian surveillance legislation making

headlines - from CISPA in the US to the CCDP in the UK -

while stories of government agencies monitoring a variety

of online communication channels are a dime a dozen.

Beyond the constant threat of expanded surveillance from

the state, anyone concerned about protecting their

anonymity must also contend with commercial interests

that are fighting tooth and nail to make the erosion of

privacy an inevitability of the internet age. Corporations such as Google appear willing to break

the law across various jurisdictions in order to make their vision of a web-without-privacy a

reality. And why wouldn't they? The very business models of their ad-supported platforms relies

on accruing as much user data as possible. However, while the mantra of 'there's no privacy

online' is a compelling one, it's not necessarily true. There are ways you can minimise the

exposure of your identity and private information on the web and in this article I will explore

some of the tools and best practices that can help you do so.

Anonymising your IP address

One of the key elements in strengthening online privacy protections is anonymising your IP

address. An Internet Protocol address is an identifier assigned to a device that's connected to a

network of devices that uses the Internet Protocol for communication. When accessing data

over an unencrypted connection your IP address, and therefore your location, will be logged by

whatever server you are connected to, as well as the Internet Service Provider (ISP) providing

the connection itself. If no servers are logging such connections, and assuming no one else is

monitoring the data travelling over the unencrypted connection, then your identity is unlikely to

be compromised. But data retention has become so pervasive that it's highly likely your logs are

being retained. For instance, if your ISP is based in Europe then it's compelled by EU law to

maintain records of what websites you've visited for at least one year. Many EU countries, such

as the UK, require ISPs to retain data for even longer periods. In the US there is no data
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retention in place (although the government has repeatedly called for EU-style retention laws).

Nevertheless, US ISPs are free to retain logs, and many of them are doing so.

So how can you protect your IP and avoid your data being logged and traced back to your

location? There are a variety of methods and tools with which you can approach this problem,

each with its proponents and detractors, and each requiring an article in itself to properly detail.

Nevertheless, here are three of the most common and effective solutions.

Commercial VPN

Virtual Private Networks use different methods to anonymise internet traffic, classified by

protocols used, termination points, or other elements, with some affording more protection that

others. But generally speaking, a VPN is used to send and receive traffic over the public internet

as if it were over a private network.  When you use a VPN service, all the data sent between

your computer and the VPN server is encrypted. However, the source and destination IP

address cannot be encrypted or else your ISP and the other routers on the internet would not

know who to send the data to. VPN technology uses a concept known as tunnelling where data

is wrapped up in another layer – the equivalent of taking a postcard and putting it into an

envelope and readdressing it. The VPN takes the original packet of data with its real source and

destination address, puts it into a new envelope and puts the destination address of the VPN

server. When the VPN server receives the packet of data, it opens the envelope and decrypts

the contents, so it knows where to route the data. By doing this, the ISP can only see that you're

communicating with the VPN server and has no way of determining which web services you are

communicating with. Anonymous surfing is now possible and extremely secure.

Of course, when it comes to using commercial VPNs your data is only protected if the service

you are using is serious about privacy. VPNs are still able to log and retain data in the same

way ISPs do. If a VPN is retaining data then it will be compelled to hand it over to any law

enforcement agency if requested through the proper legal channels. This is why it's incredibly

important to ask your VPN the right questions. Do they retain data? What will the company do if

your data is requested by law enforcement? Finally, what will the company do if the laws

regarding VPNs and data protection change in their current jurisdiction?

TOR

One of the most popular ways of anonymising your IP address - and avoiding surveillance

attempts and data retention - is The Onion Router (TOR). TOR is a free-to-use platform that
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randomly direct directs your traffic through a network of servers operated by volunteers around

the world. This routing of data, which is also encrypted, makes it almost impossible to track logs

back to a particular user.

TOR is completely free to use and is aimed at individuals operating in jurisdictions with

repressive online censorship laws, or laws that inhibit freedom of expression. However, given

the increasing crackdown of online freedoms in western democracies, TOR has become

popular the world over and the US represents its biggest userbase.

The main drawback to TOR is that users must invest a great deal of trust in the volunteers who

are managing the exit and entry points that their data is travelling through. Although data is

encrypted, it's still possible to infer what's being communicated without accessing the data

(traffic confirmation). Given its popularity, there's also been a few direct attacks on TOR aimed

at compromising user security. But overall, TOR remains an effective – but not infallible - way to

protect your IP.

I2P

I2P is a free-to-use and open source computer network layer, which allows users to transmit

message to each other pseudo-anonymously. The aim is to allow individuals to communicate

without being identifiable to each other or third parties and there are a bunch of applications that

work with it. Behind TOR, I2P probably the most widely deployed free-to-use anonymisation

tool. I2P has a number of benefits over TOR. It is fully distributed and self organising, so there's

no data being stored in directory servers, and it's very effective for peer-to-peer file sharing.

Because I2P is relatively under the radar, there's not been many attempts to compromise or

block it. However, the platform is not so well suited for web browsing and can be pretty slow.

Plus TOR's larger userbase and developer base means it's much more user-friendly and easy

to set-up compared to I2P, with more support and documentation.

As we mentioned above, there are many more anonymising tools out there, such as Freenet,

JAP, and GNUnet, and some are better than others at certain tasks. If you want to get really

serious about protecting your IP, then you'll need to start layering security tools (what's known

as 'defense in depth'). Using a VPN to connect to TOR, for instance, adds an extra layer of

security and protection. You could also consider using a disposable Linux-based operating

system, or even an OS such as Tails, which has TOR built-in.

Protecting your personal data
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Protecting your IP address and the data you transmit is merely one piece of the puzzle. The

internet is full of platforms and services that thrive off user data and can be used to easily

identify someone in the real world. Beyond avoiding such platforms altogether, the biggest

defense you have against being identified is the exercise of common sense, such as avoiding

posting your email address publicly, giving away location data, etc. If you're reading this

publication we probably don't need to run through such basic data privacy good practice, but

there are a few points that are worth mentioning.

Cookie protection

Cookies allow sites to write data to your computer and essentially track your browser. Most of

this data is anonymised and used for relatively harmless advertising purposes. However, no one

likes the idea of dozens of ad companies tracking their behaviour, with little accountability.

Thankfully there's a few cookie-blocking browser add-ons you can use. Ghostery is probably the

most widely used and is available for Firefox, Chrome, IE and Opera (as well as a standalone

app for iOS). It essentially blocks tracking from ad-companies via cookie blocking and cookie

protection. The add-on also gives you a list of all the ad networks, data companies and

publishers tracking your browser on any given page. It’s a great tool, but it can cause some

pages to load incorrectly.

Search

Google is ubiquitous on the web and it's proven itself to be incredibly cavalier with private data

(incurring the biggest fine ever levied by the FTC for privacy violations). But there are ways you

can avoid Google services. When it comes to search, a good Google alternative is

DuckDuckGo, which has positioned itself as a privacy-orientated search engine and is rapidly

gaining followers. DuckDuckGo also has the benefit of not creating personalised search results,

so you see the same results as everyone else. Another alternative is to use Google, but without

logging into a Google account and with your browser's set to its 'Private' mode.

Usernames

Many people tend to use the same usernames for multiple websites and services. This can be

risky as a simple Google search of your username could allow someone to piece together a

frightening amount of information gleaned from comments left on forums, YouTube activity, Yelp

reviews and so forth. So when creating accounts with different services try to use a different

username for each one. Try to make your username something that is not unique and therefore

will not be easily searchable.
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Email

Privacy-focused mail clients are not hard to find. You can use services such as HushMail or

Anonymizer's Nyms, which will encrypt your emails. GuerrillaMail and Mailinator also offers free

aliases. If you just want to send completely anonymous emails then Sharpmail and Send Email

Message are good options. Remember, if you're not anonymising your IP address then it will be

possible to see where your emails are being sent from regardless of what client you're using.

Social networks

Obviously, if you're very concerned about privacy you probably want to avoid using social

networks altogether. But if your Facebook addiction is firmly entrenched, you can still adopt

some best practices to protect your information. The first thing you should do is visit the 'Privacy

Settings' page and remove your profile form public search results. Ensure any posts you make

are only visible to friends. Avoid giving Facebook your location and if you do upload pictures

remove the EXIF data. Also remember, every page, business, location, status update you “like”

is recorded by Facebook and used to serve you personalised advertisements. If this bothers

you, then use the “like” button sparingly.

Stay informed

Protecting your identity online is achievable, but it can require a great deal of effort depending

on the degree of protection you require. The biggest problem is that we're in the midst of a

rapidly changing landscape when it comes to online surveillance legislation and regulation of

commercial data gathering by online platforms (not to mention the increasingly sophisticated

efforts of cyber-criminals). So while the above measures will be effective, it's important to stay

informed of the threats to your online privacy. A good place to start is activist groups such as the

Electronic Frontier Foundation, the Electronic Privacy Information Center, and Privacy

International.

This article is from IVPN’s head of business development Christopher Reynolds. IVPN is a

privacy-focused Virtual Private Network (VPN) provider and a member of the Electronic Frontier

Foundation (EFF). (Source: IVPN.net)

http://www.ivpn.net/
http://www.ivpn.net/
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Encryption:  Your Safety Net in the Cloud

By Joe Sturonas, CTO, PKWARE

Enterprises and government entities are using the

cloud more and more. In my role as CTO, I deal

with major enterprises on a daily basis.  Some

entities have fully embraced the cloud, abolished

their data centers and outsourced all of their IT

services to cloud providers. Others profess to

avoid the cloud altogether, but I suspect that they

are more invested in the cloud than they realize.

Whether your IT organization has embraced the

cloud or is trying to avoid it, you must stay vigilant

–private, public, hybrid, all clouds are at high risk

for loss, breach and exposure if data isn’t properly

protected. In order to fully understand the cloud’s

security risks, let’s examine the common ways that

enterprises are using the cloud.

Security Vulnerabilities
Software as a Service (SaaS) is the most common way enterprises are moving to the cloud.

With a high focus on scalability and availability, SaaS vendors centrally host software and

associated data in the cloud and include productivity services such as email, Office Suites, CRM

and Human Resources applications.

However migrating these functions to the cloud doesn’t come without risk. Much of the data in

SaaS is in a multi-tenant environment, so all sensitive data should be encrypted, otherwise

administrators or other tenants might have access to it.

Platform as a Service (PaaS) allows enterprises to create software using tools and/or libraries

from the cloud provider and offers much more bandwidth and elastic computing capabilities than

a traditional IT organization. If more IT resources are required, the provider can either configure

for more resources or move to another class of hardware very quickly.
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PaaS is like any virtualized environment, where it is important to protect all data at rest because

otherwise, unencrypted dormant VMs are completely vulnerable.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a very basic cloud service model, where providers offer

compute and storage resources. Providers include Amazon®, Google®, Microsoft®,

Rackspace®, HP®, Terremark® and Dropbox. Chances are that your employees are using one

or more of these services and may be storing sensitive company data on one of these unsecure

file hosting services without the appropriate security precautions.

Data in an IaaS environment can be comingled with data from other enterprises. It is important

to ensure all sensitive data is encrypted so unauthorized individuals from other organizations

don’t have access to it.

While the cloud providers tout incredible opportunity for economies of scale, availability, mobility

and elasticity, you never hear them bragging about security. Why not? After all, security is

critically important to companies that store their data in the cloud. The answer lies in ease of

use and cost; both of which are impacted by security.

Consider a security triangle where the constraints are:

 Usability - how usable the security will be once implemented

 Cost - the amount of money available for the task

 Security - how secure the task’s end result will be

The cloud provides ease of use and low cost, but by itself is not very secure. Increasing security

will typically impact cost, usability or both.  If an organization writes their own security system to

protect sensitive data without sacrificing usability, the result will be high costs.  At the same

time, utilizing multiple, point security solutions can result in complexity, impacting usability.

Even security conscious organizations who invest in perimeter security tools to make sure data

on premises is safe, can fall victim to a breach because employees use cloud storage services

like Dropbox without security. When considering usability, cost and security, organizations can’t

afford to sacrifice one for the other when using the cloud. While usability and cost benefits are

plentiful in the cloud, security is lacking. Cloud administrators have access to all your data and

cannot be trusted.
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Data Encryption: A Simple Solution to a Complex Problem
Encrypting your data and keeping the keys is considered by industry experts as the only way of

making sure that no one can read your data.  It doesn't matter if a privileged user at a cloud

provider has access to your data, they still can't decipher it.

Data encryption also ensures that your data is accessible to only you and those that you wish to

share it with, in the case that it is comingled with other organization’s data. Before you use,

share, transfer or store your sensitive data in the cloud, make sure you have a safety net.

Encrypt all of your sensitive data.

About the author:
Joe Sturonas is Chief Technology Officer for PKWARE. PKWARE, the industry leader in

enterprise data security products, has a history rooted in innovation, starting with the creation of

the .ZIP file in 1986. Since then, PKWARE has been at the forefront of creating products for
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Identity and the Cloud: Security’s New Perimeter

By Dale R. Gardner, Director of Product Marketing, Xceedium

A significant challenge for cybersecurity

professionals is managing new risks introduced

by cloud computing, and extending existing

audit and compliance policies and controls to

cloud environments. These tasks are

complicated by the fact that traditional security

architectures—organized around well-defined

and controlled perimeters—are difficult to adapt

to the hybrid cloud. Traditional perimeter-based

approaches to security arguably never worked

that well. But now, with resources widely

deployed across multiple hybrid cloud

platforms, they’re more porous than ever

before—to the extent they can even be said to

exist. That’s prompting security specialists to

regroup their efforts around a smaller, more

focused perimeter—the individual and identity.

As identity becomes the new perimeter around which asset protections are created, a number of

issues arise. A critical one to address is how to combine existing, internal identity stores with

those required by cloud services providers. This is a concern for all types of users, but–as in

other environments–controlling the access and activities of privileged users is of particular

importance for many organizations.

Privileged users have access to the most sensitive resources in an organization's network, and

controlling and monitoring their activities has always been an essential risk management

activity. With the cloud, where new management consoles can be used to fundamentally–and

rapidly–alter the make up of an organization's entire IT infrastructure, the consequences of a

breach can be far-reaching.
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The credentials a trusted user employs to access their individual, personal resources should be

different from those used for cloud computing administrative systems. That requirement

introduces a variety of risks. The simple fact is the more credentials a given individual must

manage, the more complex the task becomes. As someone is given more and more credentials,

human nature is to resort to insecure storage techniques (such as sticky notes and

spreadsheets) or reusing passwords in an effort to remember everything. And leveraging such

insecure techniques leads, inevitably, to more breaches.

Another issue is increased administrative overhead, since individuals must routinely be added

(or removed) from multiple identity data stores. These "islands of identity" invariably increase

risk as well. It's not at all uncommon for a harried administrator to overlook one or more

identities when an employee resigns, or a contractor moves on to the next project. These

overlooked credentials can be exploited to conduct an attack against systems.

Other aspects of privileged identity management become more complex in this environment. It's

more difficult to monitor and record individual user activity. Associating the activity of shared

administrative accounts (like root) to a specific individual is essentially impossible. And that’s

happening at a time when auditors and compliance teams are insisting on full attribution of such

activity.

The dynamic nature of the cloud significantly expands the scope of the privileged identity

management problem for organizations, and introduces a number of new functional

requirements around deployment and architecture, scalability and reliability, and more.

These tasks become even more complex when we begin to interoperate with the robust identity

management systems provided in cloud-based infrastructure offerings. Amazon Web Services

(AWS) is both the market and technology leader in this space, and provides an example of the

complexities that can arise when attempting to bridge identity (privileged and otherwise)

between an organization's existing identity stores and the cloud.

Let's begin with a quick recap of identity within AWS, which is managed by the Identity and

Access Management (IAM) system, and supports two types of users.

The first group of AWS users is relatively conventional. IAM users are typically superusers, are

formally defined to the IAM system, and have rights to access resources and services within the
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AWS infrastructure. IAM supports a standard, n-tier delegation model where a subset of rights

can be delegated to other users. Access rights and permissions are generally assigned to

groups, usually based on some standard role definition. Individual users are bound to groups

and inherit the rights or permissions associated with the group.

Challenges associated with this approach begin to arise in the context of the very dynamic,

rapidly changing cloud infrastructure. Scalability is a critical factor in such an environment.

Consider what happens when it's necessary to add hundreds–or thousands–of users to the

system. A conventional approach to defining users operates much too slowly to keep pace with

the overall environment, and becomes a drag on operations and the business.

AWS IAM solves this challenge using Federated Users. These users are created dynamically,

on the fly, leveraging temporary credentials and access permissions. It's an elegant, powerful

solution to the requirement, but it can pose challenges to security teams who must bridge

identity between their own static systems and the cloud.

In this environment, security teams become responsible for overseeing three broad tasks:

1. Positively authenticating users via existing local identity stores (such as directories), or

other technologies like smart cards and security tokens.

2. Defining and maintaining cloud access control policies and associating them with

specific users. (Remember, federated users are ephemeral and are not defined in the context of

IAM.)

3. Interact with IAM to gain a token describing access rights on behalf of the federated

user. Then act as a proxy for interactions between the local user and AWS, asserting the

identity and rights delivered via the token.

It’s possible for security teams to “roll their own” solution to perform these tasks, since AWS IAM

exposes a set of application programming interfaces enabling automated administration and

control. However, many teams find this challenging given the need to keep custom systems up-

to-date with technology changes to either IAM or on-premises directories, and integration with

multi-factor authentication technologies for control of privileged users.
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Xceedium has worked closely with Amazon Web Services to implement these capabilities.

Xceedium's Xsuite delivers authentication services, maintains cloud access control policies,

secures the required AWS access tokens, and proxies interactions between privileged users

and AWS. In addition, Xsuite provides the comprehensive control set organizations require for

next generation privileged identity management. This includes capabilities like policy

enforcement, user monitoring and session recording, logging and alerting on attempted policy

violations, and providing insight into what rights and permissions particular users enjoy.

The hybrid cloud delivers exceptional flexibility and reliability at low operational cost. But the

flexibility and dynamic nature of the hybrid cloud have eroded traditional security perimeters,

leading to the creation of a new one based on identity. The ability to bridge identity—in its many

instantiations—combined with strong authentication and robust privileged user controls will

allow organizations to tackle a major area of risk and compliance.

About the Author
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Sandbox Talk: It’s Not Just for The Geeks Anymore

Awareness for malware analysis

sandbox technology is going

mainstream, creating new

opportunities for cybersecurity

professionals and the vendors

developing these solutions.

Once the exclusive tool of malware

researchers, antivirus companies, and

defense and law enforcement

agencies, interest in and demand for

sandboxes is rising among

enterprises, educational institutions and even state and local government agencies, who are all

waking up to the cyber threat reality those of us in this profession are already well aware of.

It’s no wonder why. Between Mandiant’s report on Chinese-based cyber espionage, headline-

grabbing breaches at major news outlets and big corporations, and warnings from a parade of

federal officials – including the President in his State of the Union address – the alarm has been

sounded.  And if the discussions we had at RSA 2013 and the calls we’re fielding every day are

a good indicator, that message has been received loud and clear.

Awareness for sandboxing is growing in the enterprise, mid-market and beyond, so it’s no

longer just the die-hard security professionals who are deploying these solutions. Advanced

Persistent Threats (APTs) and targeted attacks are opening eyes. Enterprises are waking up to

the fact that traditional cyber defenses alone are no longer enough.

What’s Changing

What used to be bottom-up discussions from in-the-trench security response teams making an

argument to management for new technologies and stronger  security practices has

dramatically flipped to top-down mandates from boardrooms and C-level suites. CEOs and

CFOs are reading about these threats in The Wall Street Journal nearly every day, and they are
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asking their CIOs – and maybe a CSO or CISO, if they are head of the curve – some difficult

questions, like:

How will we know if we fall victim to a targeted attack before it’s too late?

How will we know if we are being targeted and what information the perpetrator is pursuing?

If we have to publicly disclose a breach, what tools do we have to ensure that we have

completely, and with total confidence, eradicated an advanced threat from our network?

On one hand, this is a good thing for CIOs and their security teams. If senior management is

concerned about security, they’ll often find the budget to address it. You only have to look at IT

security spending trends to see that play out. According to Gartner, worldwide security spending

will reach $86 billion by 2016, and the security software market already tops $17.8 billion.

Meanwhile, IDC reported continued growth in the security appliance market, which surpassed

$2.3 billion in the last quarter of 2012.

When it comes to battling APTs and targeted attacks that evade traditional security

technologies, awareness is skyrocketing for the value of automated malware analysis. In many

cases now, the only way to know if a file is malicious is to see if it’s malicious, and to do that on

a large enough scale requires a robust, proven sandbox.

Good Times Ahead?

That sounds great if you’re an in-house security professional who has been trying to get your

hands on a sandbox – only to be denied budget or forced to compromise by purchasing the not-

quite-good-enough solution that enthralled your boss with its slick marketing and big promises.

It sounds even better if you’re a sandbox vendor, right? After all, that’s more money for us.

Well, let’s take a step back. The old “throw money at a technology solution” approach isn’t going

to cut it anymore. Enterprises need to know that the traditional model of buying up the security

products on a standard checklist – antivirus, firewall, SIEM, IDS/IPS, DLP, MDM, patch

management, etc. – and then simply adding a sandbox as another item, is a recipe for failure.
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The best sandboxes on the market today still require a human investment too. Even the

products that promise the seamless “plug-n-play” functionality still require someone to receive,

understand, interpret and react to the information these products provide.

The information a sandbox generates on a fresh APT or targeted attack is an enterprise’s best

defense, as long as they are getting the complete picture and have all the behavioral data they

need to begin shutting down all network traffic, isolating and completely eradicating threats, and

undoing all damage or system changes made.

That means cybersecurity professionals – already in high demand – will find even more

opportunities and increased competition for their skills.

Conversely, this creates a challenge the sandbox industry is quickly moving to address.

Throughout the rest of 2013 and into 2014, be on the lookout for a whole new generation of

sandboxes to hit the market. Look for these tools to be easier to use, provide better integration

with the rest of an enterprise’s security defenses and offer deeper, stronger malware analysis.

Moreover, look for serious security vendors to introduce technology solutions that bridge the

gap between the original identification and analysis of threats and the systematic remediation of

those threats.

When that happens, sandboxing will be the cybersecurity professional’s best friend, better

enabling them to answer those tough questions from the CEO with certainty and confidence.

About the Author
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Anonymous – Who is Under The Mask?

Anonymous (used as a mass noun) is a loosely associated hacktivist group. It originated in

2003 on the imageboard 4chan, representing the concept of many online and offline community

users simultaneously existing as an anarchic, digitized global brain. It is also generally

considered to be a blanket term for members of certain Internet subcultures, a way to refer to

the actions of people in an environment where their actual identities are not known. It strongly

opposes Internet censorship and surveillance, and has hacked various government websites. It

has also targeted major security corporations. It also opposes Scientology and government

corruption. Its members can be distinguished in public by the wearing of stylised Guy Fawkes

masks.

In its early form, the concept was adopted by a decentralized online community acting

anonymously in a coordinated manner, usually toward a loosely self-agreed goal, and primarily

focused on entertainment. Beginning with 2008, the Anonymous collective became increasingly

associated with collaborative, international hacktivism. They undertook protests and other
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actions in retaliation against anti-digital piracy campaigns by motion picture and recording

industry trade associations. Actions credited to "Anonymous" were undertaken by unidentified

individuals who applied the Anonymous label to themselves as attribution. They have been

called the freedom fighters of the Internet, a digital Robin Hood, and "anarchic cyber-guerrillas."

Although not necessarily tied to a single online entity, many websites are strongly associated

with Anonymous. This includes notable imageboards such as 4chan, their associated wikis,

Encyclopædia Dramatica, and a number of forums. After a series of controversial, widely

publicized protests, distributed denial of service (DDoS) and website defacement attacks by

Anonymous in 2008, incidents linked to its members increased. In consideration of its

capabilities, Anonymous was posited by CNN in 2011 to be one of the three major successors

to WikiLeaks. In 2012, Time named Anonymous as one of the most influential groups in the

world.
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The only problem with this very consistent definition of Anonymous is that it has ruled out the

reality that competing Governments, engaged in Cyber War can also hide under cover of the

group name Anonymous and there’s no way to prove otherwise.  So you should continue to be

concerned and vigilant in defending your network against attacks and until the perpetrator is in

custody, assume everyone and anyone is “Anonymous” – even your own government when it

suits them.

This is a timeline of activities reported to be carried out by the group.

2006–07

Habbo raids
See also: Habbo raids

A frequent target for organized raids by Anonymous is Habbo, a social networking site designed

as a virtual hotel.[3] The raid pre-dates, and was not inspired by, the news of an Alabama

amusement park banning a two-year-old toddler affected by AIDS from entering the park's

swimming pool.[4] Users signed up to the Habbo site dressed in avatars of a black man wearing

a grey suit and an Afro hairstyle and blocked entry to the pool, declaring that it was "closed due

to AIDS,"[3][5] flooding the site with Internet slang,[5] and forming swastika-like formations.[5] When

the raiders were banned, they complained of racism.[5]

Hal Turner raid
See also: Hal Turner Anonymous website raid

According to white supremacist radio host Hal Turner, in December 2006 and January 2007

individuals who identified themselves as Anonymous took Turner's website offline, costing him

thousands of dollars in bandwidth bills. As a result, Turner sued 4chan, eBaum's World, 7chan,

and other websites for copyright infringement. He lost his plea for an injunction, however, and

failed to receive letters from the court, which caused the lawsuit to lapse.[6]

Chris Forcand arrest

On December 7, 2007, the Canada-based Toronto Sun newspaper published a report on the

arrest of the alleged Internet predator Chris Forcand.[7] Forcand, 53, was charged with two

counts of luring a child under the age of 14, attempt to invite sexual touching, attempted
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exposure, possessing a dangerous weapon, and carrying a concealed weapon.[8] The report

stated that Forcand was already being tracked by "cyber-vigilantes who seek to out anyone who

presents with a sexual interest in children" before police investigations commenced.[7]

The Global Television Network report identified the group responsible for Forcand's arrest as a

"self-described Internet vigilante group called Anonymous" who contacted the police after some

members were "propositioned" by Forcand with "disgusting photos of himself." The report also

stated that this is the first time a suspected Internet predator was arrested by the police as a

result of Internet vigilantism.[9]

2008

Project Chanology
Main article: Project Chanology

"Message to Scientology", January 21, 2008

The group gained worldwide press for Project Chanology, the protest against the Church of

Scientology.[10]

On January 14, 2008, a video produced by the Church featuring an interview with Tom Cruise

was leaked to the Internet and uploaded to YouTube.[11][12][13] The Church of Scientology issued

a copyright violation claim against YouTube requesting the removal of the video.[14] In response

to this, Anonymous formulated Project Chanology.[15][16][17][18] Calling the action by the Church of

Scientology a form of Internet censorship, members of Project Chanology organized a series of

denial-of-service attacks against Scientology websites, prank calls, and black faxes to

Scientology centers.[19]
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Protest by Anonymous against the practices and tax status of the Church of Scientology.

On January 21, 2008, individuals claiming to speak for Anonymous announced their goals and

intentions via a video posted to YouTube entitled "Message to Scientology," and a press release

declaring a "War on Scientology" against both the Church of Scientology and the Religious

Technology Center.[18][20][21] In the press release, the group states that the attacks against the

Church of Scientology will continue in order to protect the right to freedom of speech, and end

what they believe to be the financial exploitation of church members.[22] A new video "Call to

Action" appeared on YouTube on January 28, 2008, calling for protests outside Church of

Scientology centers on February 10, 2008.[23][24] On February 2, 2008, 150 people gathered

outside of a Church of Scientology center in Orlando, Florida to protest the organization's

practices.[25][26][27][28] Small protests were also held in Santa Barbara, California,[29] and

Manchester, England.[26][30] On February 10, 2008, about 7000 people protested in more than 93

cities worldwide.[31][32] Many protesters wore masks based on the character V from V for

Vendetta (who, in turn, had been influenced by Guy Fawkes), or otherwise disguised their

identities, in part to protect themselves from reprisals from the Church.[33][34]

Anonymous held a second wave of protests on March 15, 2008 in cities all over the world,

including Boston, Dallas, Chicago, Los Angeles, London, Paris, Vancouver, Toronto, Berlin, and

Dublin. The global turnout was estimated to be "between 7000 and 8000," a number similar to

that of the first wave.[35] The third wave of the protests took place on April 12, 2008.[36][37] Named

"Operation Reconnect," it aimed to increase awareness of the Church of Scientology's

disconnection policy.[11]
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On October 17, 2008, an 18-year-old from New Jersey described himself as a member of

Anonymous, and he stated that he would plead guilty to involvement in the January 2008 DDoS

attacks against Church of Scientology websites.[38]

Protests continued, and took advantage of media events such as the premiere of the Tom

Cruise movie Valkyrie, where the venue was chosen in part to reduce exposure to the

protests.[39]

Epilepsy Foundation forum invasion
Main article: Epilepsy Foundation: 2008 forum invasion

On March 28, 2008, Wired News reported that "Internet griefers"—a slang term for people

whose only interests are in harassing others[40]—assaulted an epilepsy support forum run by the

Epilepsy Foundation of America.[41] JavaScript code and flashing computer animations were

posted with the intention of triggering migraine headaches and seizures in photosensitive and

pattern-sensitive epileptics.[41] According to Wired News, circumstantial evidence suggested that

the attack was perpetrated by Anonymous users, with the initial attack posts on the epilepsy

forum blaming eBaum's World. Members of the epilepsy forum claimed they had found a thread

in which the attack was being planned at 7chan.org, an imageboard that has been described as

a stronghold for Anonymous. The thread, like all old threads eventually do on these types of

imageboards, has since cycled to deletion.[41]

News.com.au reported that the administrators of 7chan.org had posted an open letter claiming

that the attacks had been carried out by the Church of Scientology "to ruin the public opinion of

Anonymous, to lessen the effect of the lawful protests against their virulent organization" under

the Church's fair game policy.[40]

Defacement of SOHH and AllHipHop websites
Main article: SOHH: Defacement
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The second in a series of five defaced SOHH banners and headline feeders, vandalized by

hackers.

In late June 2008, users who identified themselves as Anonymous claimed responsibility for a

series of attacks against the SOHH (Support Online Hip Hop) website.[42] The attack was

reported to have begun in retaliation for insults made by members of SOHH's "Just Bugging

Out" forum against members of Anonymous. The attack against the website took place in

stages, as Anonymous users flooded the SOHH forums, which were then shut down. On June

23, 2008, the group which identified themselves as Anonymous organized DDOS attacks

against the website, successfully eliminating 60% of the website's service capacity. On June 27,

2008, the hackers utilized cross-site scripting to deface the website's main page with satirical

Nazi images and headlines referencing numerous racial stereotypes and slurs, and also

successfully stole information from SOHH employees.[43] Following the defacement, the website

was temporarily shut down by its administration. AllHipHop, an unrelated website, also had its

forum raided.[42]

Sarah Palin email hack

Shortly after midnight on September 16, 2008, the private Yahoo! Mail account of Sarah Palin

was hacked by a 4chan user.[44] The hacker, known as "Rubico", claimed he had read Palin's

personal e-mails because he was looking for something that "would derail her campaign."[45]

After reading through Palin's emails, Rubico wrote, "There was nothing there, nothing

incriminating — all I saw was personal stuff, some clerical stuff from when she was governor."[45]

Rubico wrote that he used the Sarah Palin Wikipedia article to find Palin's birth date (one of the

standard security questions used by Yahoo!.[46]) in "15 seconds." The hacker posted the

account's password on /b/, an image board on 4chan, and screenshots from within the account

to WikiLeaks.[47] A /b/ user then logged in and changed the password, posting a screenshot of

his sending an email to a friend of Palin's informing her of the new password on the /b/ thread.

However, he did not blank out the password in the screenshot.[48] A multitude of /b/ users then

attempted to log in with the new password, and the account was automatically locked out by

Yahoo!. The incident was criticized by some /b/ users, one of whom complained that "seriously,

/b/. We could have changed history and failed, epically."[49]
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2009

No Cussing Club

In January 2009 members of Anonymous targeted California teen McKay Hatch who runs the

No Cussing Club, a website against profanity.[50][51] As Hatch's home address, phone number,

and other personal information were leaked on the internet, his family has received hate mail,

obscene phone calls, and bogus pizza and pornography deliveries.[52]

2009 Iranian election protests

Front page of The Pirate Bay, June 20, 2009. Anonymous, together with The Pirate Bay,

launched an Iranian Green Movement Support site.[53]

Main article: 2009 Iranian election protests

Following allegations of vote rigging after the results of the June 2009 Iranian presidential

election were announced, declaring Iran's incumbent President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad as the

winner, thousands of Iranians participated in demonstrations. Anonymous, together with The

Pirate Bay and various Iranian hackers, launched an Iranian Green Movement Support site

called Anonymous Iran.[53] The site has drawn over 22,000 supporters world wide and allows for

information exchange between the world and Iran, despite attempts by the Iranian government

to censor news about the riots on the internet. The site provides resources and support to

Iranians who are protesting.[54][55]

Operation Didgeridie
Main article: Internet censorship in Australia
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In September 2009 the group reawakened "in order to protect civil rights" after several

governments began to block access to its imageboards. The blacklisting of Krautchan.net in

Germany infuriated many, but the tipping point was the Australian government's plans for ISP-

level censorship of the internet. The policy was spearheaded by Stephen Conroy and had been

driven aggressively[56] by the Rudd Government since its election in 2007.

Early in the evening of September 9, Anonymous took down the prime minister's website with a

distributed denial-of-service attack. The site was taken offline for approximately one hour.[57]

2010

Operation Titstorm
Main article: February 2010 Australian Cyberattacks

External video

Message To The Australian Government From

Anonymous,[58] directed at Kevin Rudd and Seven

News hours before Operation Titstorm began.[59]

Occurred from 8 am, February 10, 2010 as a protest against the Australian Government over

the forthcoming internet filtering legislation and the perceived censorship in pornography of

small-breasted women (who are perceived to be under age) and female ejaculation. Hours

earlier, Anonymous uploaded a video message to YouTube, addressed to Kevin Rudd, and

Seven News, presenting a list of demands and threats of further action if they were not met.[59]

The protest consisted of a distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS) on Australian Government

websites. Australian anti-censorship groups complained that the attack only hurt their cause,

and Australian government members dismissed the attack and said that they would just restore

the service when the attack finished.[60][61] Analysis of the attacks cited their peak bandwidth at

under 17Mbit, a figure considered small when compared with other DDoS attacks.[62]
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Oregon Tea Party raid

In July 2010, there was a reaction to the use of one of Anonymous' slogans by the Oregon Tea

Party. The Party's Facebook page was flooded with image macro and flames. Within a few

hours, the Tea Party posted a message saying "Anonymous: We appreciate your resources and

admire your tactics. You have taught us more than you know. As requested, we are no longer

using the 'anonymous' quote." Following this raid, the Party's Facebook page was removed, and

its Ning page limited to member-only access.[63]

Operations Payback, Avenge Assange, and Bradical

Anonymous releases their fliers and press releases to the public domain.

Main article: Operation Payback

In 2010, several Bollywood companies hired Aiplex Software to launch DDoS attacks on

websites that did not respond to software takedown notices.[64] Piracy activists then created

Operation Payback in September 2010 in retaliation.[64] The original plan was to attack Aiplex

Software directly, but upon finding some hours before the planned DDoS that another individual

had taken down the firm's website on their own, Operation Payback moved to launching attacks

against the websites of copyright stringent organizations, law firms and other websites.[65] This

grew into multiple DDoS attacks against anti-piracy groups and law firms.

On April 2, 2011 Anonymous launched an attack on the media giant Sony, named #opsony, as

a part of Operation Payback.[66] Anonymous claims the attack a success after they took down
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the PlayStation Network and other related PlayStation Websites. Anonymous' actions also

included personal harassment of employees and their families. The PlayStation Network

subsequently has had lengthy outages, although Anonymous claims that this is not due to any

officially sanctioned action on their part, but may be due to sub-groups of Anonymous.[67]

Sony Corp. came to Anonymous' attention after it took legal action against George Hotz (a.k.a.

GeoHot), the coder behind a popular tool that allows homebrew software to run on the

PlayStation 3 (PS3). In addition, Sony is also taking legal action against Alexander Egorenkov

(a.ka. Graf_Chokolo) for his efforts to restore Linux to the PS3. The reason why Hotz and

Egorenkov did that follows on from Sony's decision to remove the system's OtherOS feature,

which enabled the use of Linux. While the pair has earned respect for their research and

technical skills, they have also gained the attention of Sony's legal team. With a lawsuit now

against Hotz this attracted the attention of Anonymous. They claim that Sony is breaching the

free speech border, and this is the reason for their actions.[68]

In December 2010, the document archive website WikiLeaks (used by whistleblowers) came

under intense pressure to stop publishing secret United States diplomatic cables. In response,

Anonymous announced its support for WikiLeaks,[69][70] and Operation Payback changed its

focus to support WikiLeaks and launched DDoS attacks against Amazon, PayPal, MasterCard,

Visa and the Swiss bank PostFinance, in retaliation for perceived anti-WikiLeaks behavior. This

second front in the December offensive was performed under the codename Operation Avenge

Assange.[71][72][73][74][75][76] Due to the attacks, both MasterCard and Visa's websites were brought

down on December 8.[77][78] A threat researcher at PandaLabs said Anonymous also launched

an attack which brought down the Swedish prosecutor's website when WikiLeaks founder Julian

Assange was arrested in London and refused bail in relation to extradition to Sweden.[79]

After suspected leaker Bradley Manning was transferred to Marine Corps Brig, Quantico in July

2010, allegations of abuse arose around Manning's isolation in a maximum security area, and

the suicide-watch he was put under which included constant verbal checks by guards and

forced nudity.[80][81][82][83][84] Military officials denied the treatment was abuse or abnormal. In an

event that led to his resignation, State Department spokesman Philip J. Crowley made

statements condemning the treatment.[85][86] In response to Manning's imprisonment and

treatment, Anonymous threatened to disrupt activities at Quantico by cyber-attacking

communications, exposing private information about personnel, and other harassment
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methods.[87][88] Dubbed "Operation Bradical",[89] Spokesperson Barrett Brown stated that this

would be in direct response for the alleged mistreatment.[90][91] Military spokespersons have

responded that the threat has been referred to law enforcement and counterterrorism officials

and requested an investigation.[92][93]

Operation Leakspin
Main article: Operation Leakspin

Zimbabwe

The websites of the government of Zimbabwe were targeted by Anonymous due to censorship

of the WikiLeaks documents.[94]

Visa, Mastercard, Paypal

Anonymous launched several Denial-of-Service attacks on the Visa, MasterCard and PayPal

companies for cutting off their services to Wikileaks.[95]

2011

A member holding an Anonymous flier at Occupy Wall Street, a protest that the group actively

supported, September 17, 2011

Attack on Fine Gael website

The website for the Irish political party Fine Gael, a centre right party and currently in coalition

government with the Labour Party, was hacked by Anonymous during the 2011 general election
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campaign according to TheJournal.ie.[96] The site was replaced with a page showing the

Anonymous logo along with the words "Nothing is safe, you put your faith in this political party

and they take no measures to protect you. They offer you free speech yet they censor your

voice. WAKE UP! <owned by Raepsauce and Palladium>".

Arab Spring activities
See also: Operation Tunisia

The websites of the government of Tunisia were targeted by Anonymous due to censorship of

the WikiLeaks documents and the Tunisian Revolution.[97] Tunisians were reported to be

assisting in these denial-of-service attacks launched by Anonymous.[98] Anonymous's role in the

DDoS attacks on the Tunisian government's websites have led to an upsurge of internet

activism among Tunisians against the government.[99] A figure associated with Anonymous

released an online message denouncing the government clampdown on recent protests and

posted it on the Tunisian government website.[100] Anonymous has named their attacks as

"Operation Tunisia".[101] Anonymous successfully performed DDoS attacks on eight Tunisian

government websites. The Tunisian government responded by making its websites inaccessible

from outside Tunisia. Tunisian police also arrested online activists and bloggers within the

country and questioned them on the attacks. Anonymous's website suffered a DDoS attack on

January 5.[102]

During the 2011 Egyptian revolution, Egyptian government websites, along with the website of

the ruling National Democratic Party, were hacked into and taken offline by Anonymous. The

sites remained offline until President Hosni Mubarak stepped down.[103]

Anonymous was divided on the 2011 Libyan civil war, while they hacked into Libyan

government websites, and persuaded the host of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi's personal

website to take it down, other members of the group sided with the dictator in what they called

"Operation Reasonable Reaction".[104] The pro-Gaddafi attacks were fairly unsuccessful, only

managing to take down minor opposition sites for a little while.[105]

Anonymous also released the names and passwords of the email addresses of Middle Eastern

governmental officials, in support of the Arab Spring.[106] Countries targeted included officials

from Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, and Morocco.[107]
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Attack on HBGary Federal
See also: Wikileaks, Bank of America, Hunton & Williams, and Anonymous

One man, who calls himself Owen, says his Anonymous

colleagues broke into the company's servers. Hackers have

a name for what they did. "They decided to just rape his

servers and take all the information they wanted," he says.

"Forgive that term ... 'Rape' is an Internet term, you know,

as to go in and take everything out of somebody's server."

Whatever the term, it was not a nice thing that Anonymous

did to HBGary Federal. But now that the company's e-mails

are out, it appears it was also willing to do some not-nice

things.

—E-Mails Hacked By 'Anonymous' Raise Concerns,

NPR[108]

On the weekend of February 5–6, 2011, Aaron Barr, the chief executive of the security firm

HBGary Federal, announced that his firm had successfully infiltrated the Anonymous group, and

although he would not hand over details to the police, he would reveal his findings at a later

conference in San Francisco. In retaliation for Aaron Barr's claims, members of the group

Anonymous hacked the website of HBGary Federal and replaced the welcome page with a

message stating that Anonymous should not be messed with, and that the hacking of the

website was necessary to defend itself. Using a variety of techniques, including social

engineering and SQL injection,[109] Anonymous also went on to take control of the company's e-

mail, dumping 68,000 e-mails from the system, erasing files, and taking down their phone

system.[110] The leaked emails revealed the reports and company presentations of other

companies in computer security such as Endgame systems who promise high quality offensive

software, advertising "subscriptions of $2,500,000 per year for access to 0day exploits".[111]

Among the documents exposed was a PowerPoint presentation entitled "The Wikileaks Threat",

put together by HBGary Federal along with two other data intelligence firms for Bank of America

in December.[112] Within the report, these firms created a list of important contributors to

WikiLeaks; they further developed a strategic plan of attack against the site. As TechHerald
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explains, "the plan included pressing a journalist in order to disrupt his support of the

organization, cyber attacks, disinformation, and other potential proactive tactics." The report

specifically claims that Glenn Greenwald's support was key to WikiLeaks' ongoing

survival.[113][114][115]

Anonymous also personally attacked Aaron Barr by taking control of his Twitter account, posting

Mr Barr's supposed home address and social security number.[116]

In response to the attacks, founder of HBGary Federal, Greg Hoglund, responded to journalist

Brian Krebs, "They didn't just pick on any company, we try to protect the US Government from

hackers. They couldn't have chosen a worse company to pick on."[116] After the attacks,

Anonymous continued to clog up HBGary Federal fax machines, and made threatening phone

calls.[117]

Operation Ouraborus

WBC taunts Anonymous

On February 16, 2011, the group supposedly[118] wrote an open letter to the Westboro Baptist

Church, stating: "Cease & desist your protest campaign in the year 2011... close your public

Web sites. Should you ignore this warning... the propaganda & detestable doctrine that you

promote will be eradicated; the damage incurred will be irreversible, and neither your institution

nor your congregation will ever be able to fully recover."[119][120][121] On February 19, 2011, the
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church responded, telling Anonymous to "bring it on" and calling them, among other things, "a

puddle of pimple-faced nerds."[122][123][124] Anonymous subsequently denied the authenticity of

the threat,[118] suggesting that someone from outside Anonymous had made the

posting.[124][125][126] Due to their website being openly editable by anyone, it is unknown who

made the post at this time. Anonymous responded with a press release calling the Westboro

Church "professional trolls" stating that they believe that it was a member of the Westboro

Church making an attempt to provoke an attack, thus acting as a honeypot which would both

allow the church to retaliate against Internet service providers in court, and to gain it further

publicity.[124][127] They also claimed that they had more pressing matters to attend to, namely the

support of the protests that led to the 2011 Libyan civil war.[128] That said, Anonymous later

suggested tactics for those who wished to attack Westboro nevertheless, avoiding DDoS in

favor of sending "prostitutes, preferably male," and in general to "rape their asses in the most

unpredictable ways possible."[127]

"Our best guess is that you heard about us on that

newfangled TV of yours and thought we might be some

good money for your little church."

—Anonymous response to the Westboro issue[126]

Anonymous also indicated that an attack would be self-defeating, stating: "When Anonymous

says we support free speech, we mean it. We count Beatrice Hall among our Anonymous

forebears: 'I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it.'"[129]

Nonetheless, Westboro's website at godhatesfags.com suffered an attack.[130][131][132] Another

hacktivist by the name of Jester claimed to bring down the websites from the Westboro Baptist

Church on his Twitter account.[133][134][135] Nonetheless, people are still unsure who actually

attacked the Westboro Baptist Church. In a thread on 4chan, several members revealed their

confusion and wondered about Jester's motives.

2011 Wisconsin protests
See also: 2011 Wisconsin budget protests

On February 27, 2011, Anonymous announced a new attack on Koch Industries[136] as a

response to the Wisconsin protests. Between 1997 and 2008, David and Charles Koch
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collectively gave more than $17 million to groups, such as Americans for Prosperity, Club for

Growth and Citizens United, lobbying against unions.[137][138] The Kochs are one of (Republican)

Governor Walker's largest corporate supporters.[139] Anonymous accused the brothers of

attempting "to usurp American Democracy" and called for a boycott of all Koch Industries

products.[140][141]

2011-2012 Operation Empire State Rebellion

On March 14, 2011, the group Anonymous began releasing emails it said were obtained from

Bank of America.[142] According to the group, the files show evidence of "corruption and fraud",

and relate to the issue of improper foreclosures. They say that a former employee named Brian

Penny [143] from Balboa Insurance, a firm which used to be owned by BofA, appeared to be a

reputable insider in the force placed insurance market,[144][145] a market which, in 2012, began

getting more and more coverage from various government and media sources, including the

New York Department of Finance,[146] 50 State Attorney General Coalition,[147] the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau,[148] and large class action lawsuits.[149] Balboa Insurance is now

owned by Australian Reinsurance company QBE,[150] while Brian privately consults various

agencies and institutions on the inside workings of mortgage/insurance tracking systems and

force placed insurance[151] while maintaining a blog about his experience as a

whistleblower.[152][153][154][155][156][157]

Operation Sony
See also: Sony Computer Entertainment America v. George Hotz

Anonymous announced their intent to attack Sony websites in response to Sony's lawsuit

against George Hotz and, specifically due to Sony's gaining access to the IP addresses of all

the people who visited George Hotz's blog as part of the libel action, terming it an 'offensive

against free speech and internet freedom'[158][159] Although Anonymous admitted responsibility to

subsequent attacks on the Sony websites, Anonymous branch AnonOps denied that they were

the cause behind a major outage of the PlayStation Network in April 2011. However, as

Anonymous is a leaderless organization, the possibility remains that another branch of the

group is responsible for the outage, though screenshots of AnonOps promotion of the attack still

exist.[160][161]
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Spanish Police

On June 12, 2011, there was a DDoS attack on the website of the Spanish Police, starting at

21:30 GMT. Anonymous claimed responsibility the following day, stating that the attack was a

"direct response to the Friday arrests of three individuals alleged to be associated with acts of

cyber civil disobedience attributed to Anonymous." The site was down for approximately an hour

as a result of their efforts.[162]

Operation India

The group has come out in support of a civil movement against corruption in India. This cyber

movement has been named as 'Operation India'.[163][164]

Operation Malaysia

On June 15, 2011, the group launched attacks on ninety-one websites of the Malaysian

government in response to the blocking of websites like Wikileaks and The Pirate Bay within the

country, which the group labels censorship of a basic human right to information.[165]

Operation Orlando

On June 20, 2011, members of the group took down the websites of the Orlando, Florida

Chamber of Commerce and inserted a message into the website of the Universal Orlando

Resort requesting that users "boycott Orlando". The group did so in response to the arrests of

members of Food Not Bombs for feeding the homeless in Lake Eola Park against city

ordinances.[166] The group had planned and announced the attack on their IRC channel.[167][168]

The group has vowed to take a different Orlando-related website offline every day, and have

also targeted the re-election website of Mayor of Orlando Buddy Dyer and the Orlando

International Airport. A member of the group left a Guy Fawkes mask outside of the mayor's

home; the police are treating the picture taken of the mask as a threat against the mayor.[169] On

July 11, the group took down the website of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Orlando and the

Rotary Club of Orlando.[170]
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Operation Intifada

On June 28, 2011, Anonymous announced that within the next 24 hours, it would hack into the

website of the Knesset, the legislature of Israel, and knock it offline. It was stated that the

planned attacks were a response to alleged hacking attacks by Israeli intelligence such as the

Stuxnet virus, a computer virus which allegedly was created by Israeli and U.S. intelligence and

targeted the Iranian nuclear program.[171]

Operation Anti-Security
Main article: Operation AntiSec

The group collaborated with LulzSec to hack the websites of a number of government and

corporate sources and release information from them.[172][173] As well as targeting American

sites, Anonymous also targeted government sites in Tunisia, Anguilla, Brazil, Zimbabwe,

Turkey, and Australia. On July 21, Anonymous released two PDFs allegedly taken from

NATO.[174]

Operation Facebook

In August 2011, someone created an account on Twitter with the name OP_Facebook and

announced the "Operation Facebook". According to the links on the post, Anonymous was

going to take down Facebook on November 5, 2011.[175] The date "November 5" is believed to

be attributed to the comics V for Vendetta, where the character "V" conducts his major plans

every fifth of November in memory of Guy Fawkes. This operation isn't assuredly an

Anonymous one. There was an earlier OpFacebook that was abandoned, and this current plan

is a revival of the communication channels previously used.[176] The plan is contentious and

does not appear to be supported by the majority of those who say they are part of Anonymous.

Operation Facebook, against popular belief, never showed any signs of itself. Facebook

continued to run after the supposed Operation Facebook was to begin. On that day, Anonymous

tweeted that they never announced Operation Facebook and that this was some guy's idea of a

joke.[177]

Operation BART
Main article: Bay Area Rapid Transit#2011 Charles Hill killing and aftermath
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In August 2011, in response to Bay Area Rapid Transit's shutdown of cell phone service in an

attempt to disconnect protesters from assembling in response to a police shooting, as well as

the shooting itself, Anonymous sent out a mass email/fax bomb to BART personnel and

organized multiple mass physical protests at the network's Civic Center station.[178] Anonymous

also hacked the BART website, releasing the personal information of 102 BART police

officers,[179] as well as account information for about 2,000 customers.[180]

Shooting Sheriffs Saturday

In an event dubbed "Shooting Sheriffs Saturday," Anonymous hacked 70 (mostly rural) law

enforcement websites and released 10 GB of leaked information.[181] The name is likely a

reference to the song "I Shot the Sheriff" by Bob Marley.

Support of Occupy Wall Street

Several contingents of Anonymous have given support to the Occupy Wall Street movement,

with members attending local protests and blogs run by members covering the

movement.[182][183][184]

Operation Syria

In early August, Anonymous hacked the Syrian Defense Ministry website and replaced it with a

vector image of the pre-Ba'athist flag, a symbol of the pro-democracy movement in the country,

as well as a message supporting the 2011 Syrian uprising and calling on members of the Syrian

Army to defect to protect protesters.[185]

Operation DarkNet

In October 2011, the collective campaigned against child pornography protected by anonymous

hosting techniques.[186] They took down 40 child porn sites, published the names of over 1500

people frequenting those websites,[187] and invited the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation and

Interpol to follow up.[188]
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Opposition to Los Zetas

On October 6, 2011, Anonymous released a video stating that Los Zetas had kidnapped one of

the group's members, and threatened that unless the hostage was freed, they would publish

personal information about members of the cartel and their collaborators in politics, police,

military, and business, which might lead to their prosecution by Mexican authorities, or targeting

by rival cartels. The website of Gustavo Rosario Torres, a former Tabasco state prosecutor, was

subsequently defaced with a message suggesting his involvement with the

organization.[189][190][191][192][193][194] Early November, Los Zetas reportedly freed the kidnapped

victim without knowledge of its Anonymous affiliation, as announced on Anonymous

Iberoamerica blog.[195][196] However, following widespread news coverage of the video, reporters

did not find evidence of a previous Anonymous action matching the description given, and found

little evidence of support among Anonymous members, particularly in Mexico.[197] Many blogs

run by members of Anonymous also report on this.[184]

Operation Brotherhood Takedown

On 2011 November 7, Anonymous released a warning threat to the Muslim Brotherhood that

they would take down major websites belonging to their organization.[198] On November 12 the

Muslim Brotherhood released a statement detailing the extent of the attack and that four

websites were temporarily taken down.[199] On 2011 November 12 another video was released

claiming the attack would continue until November 18.[200]

John Pike incident

In response to the UC Davis pepper-spray incident, Anonymous released the personal

information of John Pike, the officer that pepper-sprayed peaceful protestors.[201]

Attack on Stratfor

On December 24, claims were made that Anonymous stole thousands of e-mail addresses and

credit card information from security firm Stratfor. Reportedly, Anonymous commented that this

is because the data was unencrypted, however Anonymous put out a press-release stating

"This hack is most definitely not the work of Anonymous".[202]
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Operation Pharisee

Operation Pharisee was an attack organized via social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and

YouTube[203] against the Vatican website for World Youth Day 2011. It was unsuccessful,

despite a denial-of-service attack resulting 34 times normal traffic, and well-documented[204] due

to the efforts of Imperva, the security firm employed by the Vatican.[205]

Operation Deepthroat

Anonymous, along with 4chan's /b/ board, Reddit, Twitter and Funnyjunk, teamed together to

make a raid on 9gag called Operation Deepthroat. The raid was separed in multiple teams: The

first team, the Alpha Team, spammed child pornography, gore, furries and scat on 9gag's site,

followed by fake accounts made by 4chan, Anonymous, Reddit, Twitter and Funnyjunk voting

the spam up, effectively overloading the servers. The second team, the Gold Team, used the

Low Orbit Ion Cannon and the High Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC and HOIC, respectively), and fired

on 9gag, which DDoS'd the entire site down. The third and final team, the Red Team, was

tasked to spread the information of the OP on 4chan, Reddit, Twitter and Funnyjunk, and also

supported the other teams. The reason behind this whole operation began when 9gag took

several of 4chan's memes and called them theirs, followed by making a legion called the '9gag

army', a ripoff of Anonymous. The operation began at 21st December 2011 12:00 AM, and

ended on 11:59 PM. 9gag was mainly offline for the next few days, except for some servers

which managed to protect themselves from the LOIC and HOIC. Prior to the operation, 4chan

users used fake accounts to trick 9gaggers into DDoS'ing themselves, saying the coordinates

were that of 4chan. The pre-raid attack was mostly ineffective, however, as only a few servers

went down.[citation needed]

2012

CSLEA hack

In January 2012, Anonymous hacked the website of the California Statewide Law Enforcement

Association to protest police brutality.[206]
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Occupy Nigeria

In solidarity with Occupy Nigeria, Anonymous has joined forces with the People's Liberation

Front and the Naija Cyber Hactivists of Nigeria. Anonymous promised “a relentless and

devastating assault upon the web assets of the Nigerian government” in support of Occupy

Nigeria. This was in protest to the removal of fuel subsidy that the majority of impoverished

Nigerians depend upon for their very existence, causing the price of fuel and transportation to

skyrocket and therefore extreme hardship for the majority of Nigerians. On January 13, the

Nigerian Economic and Financial Crimes Commission website was hacked, with a false report

of the arrest of people involved in the oil sector replacing the normal page.[207]

Operation Megaupload

In retaliation for the shut down of the file sharing service Megaupload and the arrest of four

workers,[208] Anonymous DDoSed the websites of UMG (the company responsible for the lawsuit

against Megaupload), the United States Department of Justice, the United States Copyright

Office, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the MPAA, Warner Brothers Music, the RIAA, and

the HADOPI the afternoon of January 19, 2012.[209] The operations by Anonymous were

speculated to have been driven further by anger over the House of Representatives' Stop

Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and the Senate's Protect Intellectual Property Act (PIPA).[210]

Anti-ACTA activism in Europe

On January 21 a series of DDoS attacks on Polish government websites took place, for which

the Anonymous took responsibility and referred to as "the Polish Revolution".[211] The group via

their Twitter account stated it was a revenge for upcoming signing of ACTA agreement by the

Polish government. Starting with websites of the Sejm, Polish Prime Minister, President,

Ministry of Culture and National Heritage, later on websites of the police, Internal Security

Agency, Ministry of Foreign Affairs were also blocked. The presumed attack was further

strengthened by the media coverage which resulted in extremely high interest of public opinion,

followed up by blackout of popular Polish websites on 24th[212] and protests of thousands of

people on January 24 and 25, in major cities of Poland,[213] against signing ACTA. Other

suspected targets were the websites of Paweł Graś - the government's spokesman (blocked

after Graś denied the attacks ever took place), the website of PSL (blocked after Eugeniusz

Kłopotek, a member of the party, supported ACTA on air of the major TV station). Governmental
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sites in France's presidential website[214] and Austria's Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Internal

Affairs, Ministry of Economy and also the website of the Federal Chancellor [215] were also

cracked and paralyzed.

Anonymous in Slovenia announced opposition against the Slovenian signing of the ACTA and

have posted video threats on various websites against the government officials, as well as

against Nova Ljubljanska Banka (commonly known as NLB), accusing the latter of

corruption.[216] On February 4, 2012 The NLB was a victim of a cyber attack and was offline for

one hour, while public demonstrations were held in the capital of Ljubljana and in Maribor. Some

estimated 3000 people gathered in the capital, while around 300 protested in Maribor.[217]

Operation Russia

Unidentified hackers cracked email boxes of some prominent pro-Kremlin activists and officials,

including Vasily Yakemenko, head of the Federal Agency for Youth Affairs, Kristina Potupchik,

press secretary for Nashi youth movement, and Oleg Khorokhordin, deputy head of the

Department for Internal Affairs at the Presidential Administration. Since February 1, links to

contents of the mailboxes have been appearing on @OP_Russia Twitter account. The hackers

confirmed they consider themselves a part of the Anonymous movement; "We are Anonymous",

they stated in an interview.[218][219] The information discovered enabled many to accuse

Yakemenko and his colleagues in paying some influential bloggers, as well as numerous trolls,

for publishing stories and commenting in favour of Vladimir Putin on negative press articles on

the Internet.[220][221][222]

Boston Police Department attacks

On February 3, 2012, Anonymous hacked a website belonging to the Boston Police Department

to protest the eviction of Occupy Wall Street protestors.[223] BPD later responded with a sarcastic

video of their own.[224]

Syrian Government E-mail Hack

On February 6, 2012, Anonymous broke into the mail server of the Syrian Ministry of

Presidential Affairs, gaining access to some 78 inboxes of Bashar al-Assad’s staffers in the

process. One of the email files was a document preparing Assad for his December 2011
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interview with ABC's Barbara Walters. One of the passwords commonly used by Assad’s office

accounts was "12345." [225]

In July 2012, Anonymous gave over 2.4 million e-mails to Wikileaks.[226]

AntiSec Leak and CIA Attack

On Friday, February 10, Anonymous claimed responsibility for taking down the Central

Intelligence Agency's website for more than 5 hours. Several servers went back up while others

stayed down.[227] This followed a conversation leak, in which Anonymous took responsibility,

between FBI and Scotland Yard officials discussing members of Anonymous being put on trial

as well as other topics on the group, which took place a week before.[228] On March 6, 2012

Donncha O'Cearbhaill was charged in connection with the leak.[229] He was released 24-hours

later.[230]

Interpol Attack

Following Interpol's announcement on February 28 that they made arrests of 25 suspected

members of the hacking activist group Anonymous in Europe and South America, their site went

down briefly. [231]

AIPAC Attack

On March 4, Anonymous took down the American Israel Public Affairs Committee website. An

AIPAC spokesman was questioned on the matter but did not respond.[232] A video titled

"Anonymous: Message to AIPAC" was uploaded on YouTube earlier the same day.[233]

Vatican website DDoS Attacks

The official website of the Vatican was brought down temporarily by a DDoS attack from

Anonymous on March 7. Later that day the website recovered. Anonymous has also attempted

to take the site down in 2011 but the attempt did not succeed. They claimed that their attack

was not targeted against the followers of the Catholic Church but against the Church itself,

which Anonymous viewed as corrupt.[234]
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On March 12 the Vatican's official website was brought down for a few hours by a second DDoS

attack. Anonymous also hacked Vatican Radio and gained access to the Vatican Radio

database in protest against the Vatican Radio allegedly using "repeaters with power

transmission largely outside the bounds of the law."[235]

Criticism of Kony 2012

Anonymous described the Kony 2012 campaign by Invisible Children as "propaganda".

Although they support the campaign against Kony, they felt that the campaign is mainly a

scam.[236]

Bureau of Justice leak

On March 21, 1.7GB of data was stolen from the United States Bureau of Justice Statistics by

Anonymous. The leak reportedly contained “shiny things such as internal emails and the entire

database dump.”[237]

Taking down Monsanto's Hungarian website

On March 16 the official website of Monsanto's Hungarian website collapsed and wasn't

restored until March 26.[238][239][240][241]

Symantec source code leak

In March 2012, people claiming to be a part of Anonymous leaked the source code for old

versions of Norton AntiVirus and Norton Utilities.[242]

April 2012 Chinese attack

In April 2012, Anonymous hacked 485 Chinese government websites, some more than once, to

protest the lack of democracy.[243]

Operation Bahrain and Formula One attacks

On April 21, Anonymous defaced the official site of Formula One, in protest against the 2012

Bahrain Grand Prix. The race was the subject of ongoing controversy, as it was being held
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during ongoing anti-government protests, with the support of the government.[244][245]

Anonymous posted a press release criticising the decision to hold the race despite the violent

crackdowns,[246] and posted data of ticket sales for the event with sensitive information —

particularly the credit card numbers of spectators — redacted. Other sites related to the sport

and the Bahraini government were also the subject of Distributed denial-of-service attack.[247]

Occupy Philippines

On April 21, 2012 A member of Anonymous attacked the China University Media Union website,

as a retaliation against alleged Chinese hackers who defaced the University of the Philippines

website, which claimed that the Scarborough Shoal is Chinese territory. Anonymous left a

message that the Scarborough Shoal is the Philippines' territory. On April 25, 2012, busabos of

Anonymous #OccupyPhilippines warned that they had not yet started their attack against

Chinese websites. The members that can be counted in hand called the cyber attacks were a

result of the 2012 Scarborough Shoal standoff.[248][249]

Operation India

On May 17, 2012, Anonymous launched an attack against the websites of the India Supreme

Court and the current-ruling Congress party in reaction to internet service providers blocking

popular video sites like Vimeo as well as file-sharing sites like The Pirate Bay.[250]

Operation Quebec
Main articles: 2012 Quebec student protests and Bill 78
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Guy Fawkes mask seen at a protest in Montreal on May 22, 2012 against Bill 78 as part of the

2012 Quebec protests.

On May 20, 2012, Anonymous launched Opération Québec in reaction to the adoption of Bill 78

by the government of Quebec, an act restricting the freedom of association in this Canadian

province after several weeks of student protests.[251] A video was released urging the governing

Liberal Party of Quebec to let the citizens protest.

On May 21, the websites of the Liberal Party of Quebec, of the Ministry of Public Security of

Quebec as well as a government site on police ethics were DDoSed.[252][253]

Anonymous then threatened to disrupt the Formula 1 Grand Prix of Canada, to be held between

June 7 and 10 in Montreal, the same way they did for the Bahrain Grand Prix.[254] They claimed

to have accessed personal information stored in the F1 website.[255]

On May 30, Anonymous leaked a video called "DVD Gouverne(mental)", a 2 hours long footage

from Sagard, Quebec where a party for the wife of Paul Desmarais of Power Corporation had

been held in 2008.[256] Among the guests were former US president George H. Bush, premier

Jean Charest of Quebec, former Canadian prime ministers Jean Chrétien and Brian Mulroney,

former Québec premier Lucien Bouchard, former governor general of Canada Adrienne

Clarkson, journalist Charlie Rose, singers Robert Charlebois and Hiromi Omura, lyricist Luc

Plamondon and conductor Yannick Nézet-Séguin.[257]

Operation Japan

On June 26, the website of the Japanese Business Federation, was taken offline, with

Anonymous claiming this was part of "Operation Japan".Cite error: A set of <ref> tags are
missing the closing </ref>; see the help page. For those caught with pirated material such as

music or pirated DVDs and Blu-ray discs, fines could run as high as $25,000 and carry a

sentence of two years in prison, according to CNET Japan.[258]
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Operation Anaheim

On July 25, 2012, Anonymous launched an online protest in response to the Anaheim police

shooting. It began with the release of the personal information of some of the top officers,

including police chief John Welter.[259]

AAPT attack

In July 2012, Anonymous hacked Australian ISP AAPT and later leaked 40 GB of partially

redacted customer data to protest data retention policy.[260]

Operation Myanmar

On August 10, 2012, Anonymous launched a DDoS attack and defacement of more than 100

Myanmar websites, all hackers from all over the world joined this operation as a protest for

killing Muslim Rohingya in Myanmar.[261] Even Anonymous has done with it, the cyber war still

continues until now,[262] the hackers that joined the operation have established a new world

ranking group of hackers, Danger Hackers.[263] Myanmar's hackers also made a lot of

counterattacks.[264]

Uganda LGBT rights

On August 13, 2012, Anonymous hacked two Uganda government websites to protest the

country's strict anti-gay laws.[265]

Hong Kong National Education

In mid-September 2012, Anonymous hackers threatened the Hong Kong government

organization, known as National Education Centre. In their online video, Anonymous members

claimed responsibility for leaking classified related government documents and taking down the

National Education Centre website, after the Hong Kong government has repeatedly ignored

months of wide-scale protests against the establishment of a new core Moral and National

Education curriculum for children from 6–18 years of age. The new syllabus has come under

heavy criticism and international media attention, as it does not award students based on how

much factual information is learned, but instead grades and evaluates students based on their

level of emotional attachment and approval of the Communist Party of China.[266]
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Philippine Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012

Anonymous Philippines launched a series of attacks against several websites of the Philippine

government to protest against the Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012. The hackers urged for

the revisions of the cybercrime law. On September 26, Anonymous defaced several websites,

including that of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.[267] They claim that the law violates freedom of

expression and described the law as “most notorious act ever witnessed in the cyber-history”.

On October 1, they hacked again several government websites in an operation dubbed as

"Bloody Monday" and asked for "a revision of the [Cybercrime Law] for the betterment of the

Filipino netizens."[267]

Release of Westboro Baptist Church Personal Information

Anonymous re-posted the names, addresses, and emails of the prominent members of the

Westboro Baptist Church on December 16, 2012 due to announced plans to picket the funerals

of the victims of the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting.[268] They did this after the

Westboro Church said God would protect their site.

2013

Steubenville rape case

In early 2013, the group released an incriminating video, photographs and tweets from the

Steubenville High School football team allegedly involved in a gang rape of an underage girl in

rural Ohio. They also released a number of e-mails and photos hacked from the e-mail account

of one of the football programs boosters, whom they alleged to have helped cover up the

case.[269]

Aaron Swartz Suicide

In January 2013, the group attacked and defaced the United States Sentencing Commission

website turning it into a game page repeatedly after which traffic to the website made it crash

following the suicide of Reddit co-founder and activist Aaron Swartz. Swartz was accused of

stealing materials from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology with intent to distribute them

freely.[270]
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Federal Reserve

The Federal Reserve was hacked by Anonymous in February 2013.[271][272][273]

Operation North Korea
See also: 2013 Korean crisis

On April 2nd, 2013, a professional IT webzine BGR carried out an article stating that hacker

group Anonymous has started the ‘Operation Free Korea.’ This calls for ‘controversial leader

Kim Jong-un [to] resign’, ‘install free democracy’ ‘abandon its nuclear ambitions’ ‘uncensored

Internet access’ etc. The hackers also proclaimed that if North Korea do not accede to their

demand, they will wage “Cyber War.”[274] On April 3, 2013, hacker group identifying itself as

Anonymous claimed it had stolen all 15,000 user passwords as part of a cyberwar against the

DPRK.[275] A few days later, Anonymous claimed to have hacked into the Uriminzokkiri main

website, and the Twitter and Flickr pages representing the website. [276]

Instead, a picture posted Thursday on the North’s Flickr site shows Kim’s face with a pig-like

snout and a drawing of Mickey Mouse on his chest. Underneath, the text reads: “Threatening

world peace with ICBMs and Nuclear weapons/Wasting money while his people starve to

death.” [277]

OpIsrael

In April 2013, Anonymous participated in attacks on Israeli sites in response to the Gaza

conflict. The operation was not as successful as some pro-Israel hackers retaliated by hacking

Anonymous websites.[278][279][280]

Rehtaeh Parsons

In response to the suicide of Rehtaeh Parsons and the lack of action on the part of Canadian

authorities, Anonymous threatened to release the personal information of the rapists. However,

they group claimed to back down from the threat following pleas from Parsons' mother, Leah.[281]

The group has staged protests outside the Royal Canadian Mounted Police headquarters in

Halifax.[282]
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(Source: CDM and Wikipedia)
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Cyber Warnings Newsflash for
April 2013

Highlights of CYBER CRIME and CYBER
WARFARE Global News Clippings

Get ready to read on and click the titles below to
read the full stories – this has been one of the
busiest months in Cyber Crime and Cyber
Warfare that we’ve tracked so far.  Even though
these titles are in BLACK, they are active
hyperlinks to the stories, so find those of interest
to you and read on through your favorite web
browser…

Strategies of a world-class computer security incident
response team

03/21/2013 05:46 (Help Net Security)

Today’s Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) should have everything they need to mount a competent
defense of the ever-changing IT enterprise: a vast array of sophisticated detection and prevention technologies, a virtual sea
of cyber intelligence reporting, and access to an exploding wo

North Korea suspected in cyberattack despite China link

03/21/2013 05:18 (Stars and Stripes)

SEOUL, South Korea -- Investigators have traced a coordinated cyberattack that paralyzed tens of thousands of computers
at six South Korean banks and media companies to a Chinese Internet Protocol address, but it was not yet clear who
orchestrated the attack, authorities in Seoul said Thursday.

Cybersecurity Lobby Surges as Congress Considers New Laws

03/21/2013 00:47 (Bloomberg)

The determination by Congress and President Barack Obama’s administration to protect networks of critical U.S. industries
from hackers and cyberspies is creating an explosive growth opportunity -- for lobbyists.

Experts: Iran and North Korea are looming cyberthreats to U.S.

03/20/2013 23:48 (Computer World Singapore)

The two countries may lack some capabilities, but they have strong intentions to do harm, experts say Cyberattacks
supposedly originating from China have raised alarms in recent weeks, but U.

Botnet simulated humans to siphon millions in click-fraud scam

03/20/2013 23:48 (Computer World Singapore)
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A recently discovered click-fraud botnet was costing advertisers more than $6 million per month by simulating human activity
in targeting display ads on a couple of hundred websites.

S. Korea Says Chinese Code Used in Computer Attack on Banks

03/20/2013 22:56 (Washington Post - Bloomberg)

(Updates with broadcasters’ comments in 15th paragraph.) March 21 (Bloomberg) -- The biggest cyberattack on South
Korean computers in two years used malware code from China, according to an initial investigation that is focusing on
possible links to North Korea.

Next-wave malware aims for mayhem, not money

03/20/2013 22:30 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Phil Gardner talks about why the recent Shamoon malware attack is a predictor of more targeted, geopolitical cyberattacks
to come To most of our CISO clients, malware is a cost of doing business.

Top 5 causes of a slow computer

03/20/2013 18:48 (FOX 19)

A slow-running computer can really torpedo your work day - or any time, for that matter. But experts say there are easy
ways to get your PC back up to speed without spending lots of money.

The Awl Network Is Under Attack!

03/20/2013 17:55 (Yahoo! News)

Some hackers are attacking the Awl network of websites -- so The Awl, The Hairpin, Splitsider, The Billfold and The
Wirecutter -- and the whole group are now blocked by Google's big, red malware warnings.

Chinese Premier Pressed on Cyber Spying

03/20/2013 17:14 (CNBC)

The newly appointed U.S. Treasury secretary "pressed hard" in meetings with Chinese leaders over alleged Chinese cyber
attacks aimed at stealing commercial secrets from American companies, according to U.

Tensions Continue on Korean Peninsula

03/20/2013 15:41 (Yahoo! News)

Cyber Attack on S. Korean Businesses Latest Provocation

Montreal police confirm no sensitive information was leaked in apparent cyberattack

03/20/2013 15:00 (Global Montreal)

When It Comes To Cyberwarfare, North Korea Is No Newbie

03/20/2013 14:42 (GPB)

Who or what caused a takedown of computer systems at banks and broadcasters in South Korea on Wednesday is still a
matter of speculation, but suspicion immediately and unsurprisingly fell on Seoul's archenemy to the north.

Why Watering Hole Attacks Work

03/20/2013 13:47 (Threat Post)
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Information security is littered with bad analogies. And none sounds sillier than a watering hole attack, which plays off the
tactic that dominant animals use when stalking food by loitering at a watering hole.

Lew Tells China Cyber Attacks ‘Very Serious Threat To Our Economic Interests’

03/20/2013 13:05 (CBS DC)

BEIJING (AP) — U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew pressed Chinese leaders over computer hacking and for help with
North Korea during two days of talks that ended Wednesday.

Researchers Uncover 'TeamSpy' Attack Campaign Targeting Government, Research Targets

03/20/2013 11:59 (Threat Post)

Researchers have uncovered a long-term cyber-espionage campaign that used a combination of legitimate software
packages and commodity malware tools to target a variety of heavy industry, government intelligence agencies and political
activists.

Korean Bids Signal Stock Rebound as Cyber Attack Probed

03/20/2013 11:36 (Bloomberg)

South Korean stocks are set to rebound after a computer network shutdown triggered by a cyberattack sent the Kospi Index
(KOSPI) to its biggest drop in two months in the final minutes of trading, bids and offers submitted to Korea Exchange show.

What is a secure password?

03/20/2013 10:43 (ChicagoNow)

What is a secure password? The fact is that best password is one that even you can't remember. Of course that doesn't
work particularly well if you ever want to access your account again.

What makes SKorea cyberattacks so hard to trace?

03/22/2013 07:47 (Herald & Review)

The attacks that knocked South Korean banks and media outlets offline this week appear to be the latest examples of
international "cyberwar." But among the many ways that digital warfare differs from conventional combat: There's often no
good way of knowing who's behind an attack.

Big data analytics can help banks stop cyber criminals accessing secret data

03/22/2013 05:51 (ComputerWorld)

Big data analytics can help banks protect themselves from cybercriminals accessing confidential information appearing
across the web, financial tech start-up Digital Shadows has claimed.

South Korea misidentifies China as cyberattack origin

03/22/2013 05:16 (Stars and Stripes)

SEOUL, South Korea — South Korean investigators said Friday they had mistakenly identified a Chinese Internet address
as the source of a cyberattack that paralyzed tens of thousands of computers at banks and broadcasters earlier this week.

Air Force meets fuel efficiency goal several years early

03/22/2013 01:54 (FederalNewsRadio.com)
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In 2006, the Air Force decided it wanted to reduce its annual consumption of aviation fuel by 10 percent within 10 years. The
service beat that goal and did it several years ahead of schedule, officials said Thursday.

South Korea says it was mistaken when it linked cyber-attacks to China

03/22/2013 00:35 (The Guardian)

Internet security officials still believe that attack that hit tens of thousands of computers at six companies was organised
abroad

Computer users need good habits

03/22/2013 00:17 (Tribune-Review (AP))

Updated 16 minutes ago Behavioral experts say that one of the best ways to drop a bad habit is to replace it with a new
good habit. If you have a computer that constantly acts up, you probably need to develop a few good tech habits.

Yontoo Trojan horse injects ads as you surf with popular Mac browsers

03/22/2013 00:04 (Computerworld Malaysia)

The particulars change, but the general rule doesn't: Don't install software you're not certain you can trust. A new Trojan
horse targeting Mac users tries to trick you into installing it by prompting you to install a browser plug-in when you visit a
compromised or malicious webpage.

When Technology Overtakes Security

03/21/2013 23:28 (LXer)

A core, not side, effect of technology is its ability to magnify power and multiply force -- for both attackers and defenders.
One side creates ceramic handguns, laser-guided missiles, and new-identity theft techniques, while the other side creates
anti-missile defense systems, fingerprint databases

Hackers targeting smartphones; targets include Apple iPhone, Android, Windows mobile devices

03/21/2013 23:16 (News Channel 5)

Windows-based phones easiet targets

AIG among insurers seeking more sales as small firms get hacked

03/21/2013 23:12 (Delawareonline.com)

Jim Throneburg invented Thorlos socks in 1980 and set out to build a brand worthy of the slogan, “caretakers of the world’s
feet.” His company, Thorlo Inc.

Apple Bolsters Security for Digital Purchases Online

03/21/2013 22:26 (Bloomberg)

Apple Inc. (AAPL) beefed up security features for customers buying applications, songs, videos and e- books from the
company’s digital stores. The new two-step verification gives an added layer of authentication for customers who choose to
use it, Cupertino, California-based Apple said today on its

South Korea cyber attacks highlights the changing threat landscape

03/21/2013 21:45 (Computer World Singapore)
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With the increasing occurrence of cyber attacks, it is imperative for businesses to redefine their security strategy, notes
Trend Micro Incorporated. The leading global security company detected multiple cyber attacks on South Korean banking
corporations and media agencies which recently paralysed

U.S. cyber plan calls for private-sector scans of Net

03/21/2013 21:17 (Yahoo! News)

By Joseph Menn and Deborah Charles SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - The U.S. government is expanding a cybersecurity
program that scans Internet traffic headed into and out of defense contractors to include far more of the country's private,
civilian-run infrastructure.

Schneider, Researcher Disagree on Holes

03/21/2013 19:18 (Isssource.com)

Schneider Electric released mitigations for vulnerabilities discovered during the Digital Bond SCADA Security Scientific
Symposium, but they beg to differ on other issues a researcher disclosed.

Myths about malware that refuse to die

03/21/2013 11:01 (USA Today)

(Editor's note: It's a safe bet that most people aren't full aware of the pervasive and steadily rising threat of identity theft,
online account highjacking, corporate data theft, and general disruption posed by cybercriminals and hacktivists.

Big Bank hit by cyber attack

03/25/2013 09:21 (Philadelphia Business Journal)

A cyber attack hit TD Bank and affected some of its mobile banking services in the U.S. and Canada, the Wall St. Journal
reported. Toronto-based TD, whose U.

Throwing the First Cyber-Stone

03/25/2013 08:21 (ConsortiumNews.com)

Director of National Intelligence James Clapper calls cyber-attacks a top national security concern, but these U.S. alarms
sound hypocritical after the joint U.

Ex-Bank Employee Charged with ID Theft, Computer Crime

03/25/2013 07:52 (Fairfield Patch)

Madalena Abrams, a former TD Bank employee, was charged with 18 counts of fifth-degree computer crime and 17 counts
of third-degree identity theft.

Whoops! South Korea Wrongly Calls out China for Cyber Attack

03/25/2013 07:52 (Technology Marketing Corporation)

, Contributing Writer What's the apology etiquette for accusing the wrong person – or in this case, country – for a cyber
attack? Cue sassy teenage girl drawling, “awkwarrrd.

Cyberattack risk high of oil and gas industry

03/25/2013 07:46 (Fuel Fix)
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In the months since a virus ripped through 30,000 of Saudi Aramco’s computers, the world’s largest oil company has
become the canary of the industry, warning others of the serious threats already lurking on their systems.

Apple updates built-on anti-malware to block Yontoo adware

03/25/2013 07:22 (Computer World Singapore)

Apple has updated its built-in anti-malware to block Yontoo, a browser plugin for Chrome, Safari and Firefox on Mac that
injects advertisements into Web pages.

Five cuffed for stealing 2M euros via e-banking hacks

03/25/2013 06:47 (Help Net Security)

Five people were arrested last week when the Slovenian police conducted a series of house searches following an
investigation into an gang that was emptying business bank accounts with the help of malware.

Computer users to spend $22billion on recovering from the impact of malware: Microsoft study

03/25/2013 05:28 (One News Page)

Although some computer users may actively seek pirated software in hopes of saving money, the chances of infection by
unexpected malware are one in three for consumers and three in 10 for businesses.

BLOG: Rules of cyberwarfare manual: Hacktivists can be killed, hacking pacemakers may be OK

03/25/2013 05:25 (Computer World Singapore)

Having read the entire 215 pages of the Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare [PDF], I'd like
to highlight parts of the 95 "black letter rules.

Big data analytics can help banks stop cyber criminals accessing secret data

03/25/2013 04:32 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Big data analytics can help banks protect themselves from cybercriminals accessing confidential information appearing
across the web, financial tech start-up Digital Shadows has claimed.

South Korea bank attacks should prompt rethink in U.S.

03/25/2013 03:38 (Computerworld Malaysia)

DDoS attacks on U.S. banks were more advanced technically, but the attackers of the South Korean banks did much more
damage The simplicity of the malware that paralyzed the computer networks of three banks and two broadcasters in
technically sophisticated South Korea is a warning that U.

Five Truths of Information Security

03/25/2013 02:45 (Open Source Magazine)

An effective security approach must balance required business operations and system availability

Luring Young Web Warriors Is a U.S. Priority. It’s Also a Game.

03/25/2013 02:33 (Yahoo! Canada Finance)

Straight talk on security gets employees to listen -- and comply

03/25/2013 02:00 (Computerworld)
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From phishing your own employees to sharing your company's hack history, these techniques can help you get -- and keep -
- users' attention about security.

Cyber Attack on Iranian's Nuclear Program Assailed by NATO Group

03/26/2013 05:17 (All News 106.7)

TechMan Texts: Malware invasions nothing personal

03/26/2013 00:35 (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette)

Homeland Security recruiting hackers for Web defense

03/26/2013 00:13 (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette)

Entrust puts down stake in the future of mobile security and digital certificates

03/25/2013 23:58 (Computer World Singapore)

Entrust, whose focus is identity-based security based on digital certificates, has come up with new ways its technology can
play a role in mobile devices.

Four simple steps to protect the US from hackers

03/25/2013 23:21 (The Leaf Chronicle)

Aftermath of the South Korean cyber attacks

03/25/2013 22:40 (Computer World Singapore)

Just what happened during the South Korean cyber attacks and how bad was it? Q: What happened? Several South Korean
financial institutions and TV broadcaster networks were impacted by a destructive virus, which wiped the hard drives of
infected computers, preventing them from booting up upon resta

BLOG: A whole new world of cyber crime

03/25/2013 22:07 (Computer World Singapore)

This week's attack on South Korean banks and top media broadcasters highlights a growing security risk for enterprises and
users alike. While many believe that the attack was generated by North Korea, the origin of the cyber attack is less important
than ensuring that enterprise defences are upgrade

Malware abuses Chromium Embedded Framework, developers fight back

03/25/2013 22:01 (Computerworld Malaysia)

The latest version of the TDL malware downloads and uses the 50MB-large Chromium Embedded Framework, Symantec
researchers say A new version of the TDL rootkit-type malware program downloads and abuses an open-source library
called the Chromium Embedded Framework that allows developers to embed the

Major websites hacked leaving users vulnerable

03/25/2013 21:50 (Computer World Singapore)

Many Internet users think that so long as you visit well-known websites you'll be safe online. Yet ,recent research from
AVG's Web Threats Research Team has identified two cybercrime campaigns coded into some of the internet's most
popular sites.
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Kaspersky mobile security updated with full version trials and new features

03/25/2013 18:37 (Android Community)

File-sharing Makes Life Easy for Cyber Thieves

03/25/2013 18:18 (HispanicBusiness.com)

Auditors increase oversight of TSP’s cybersecurity

03/25/2013 17:08 (Federal Times)

Draft House Judidiary Cybersecurity Bill Would Stiffen Anti-Hacking Bill

03/25/2013 16:49 (The Cutting Edge)

AT&T announces expanded roll out of home security offering

03/25/2013 16:12 (SecurityInfoWatch.com)

Faculty at Top Chinese University Linked to Hacking Group in China

03/25/2013 16:01 (The Cleveland Leader)

As Hacking Continues, Concerns Grow That Chinese-Americans May Suffer via IHT Rendezvous

03/25/2013 15:44 (MMXLII)

Spear Phishing Cause of South Korean Cyber Attack

03/25/2013 15:18 (Threat Post)

Chinese university tied to "APT1" army cyber unit

03/25/2013 14:27 (Help Net Security)

Young Hacktivists Worse Than DOJ Drone Killers?

03/25/2013 13:36 (Texas Insider)

Fake BBC emails lead to Blackhole, Zeus

03/25/2013 13:22 (Help Net Security)

US Intensifying Counter Cyber Warfare

03/25/2013 12:42 (Examiner.com - Texas)

Is It Actually Safer to Bank on Your Smartphone?

03/25/2013 12:39 (Mainstreet)

Hackers hit energy companies more than others

03/25/2013 12:01 (Fuel Fix)

Malware analysis: Collaboration, automation and training

03/27/2013 04:43 (Help Net Security)
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Wells Fargo says cyber attack disrupting website

03/27/2013 03:25 (The Oakland Press)

IRS uncorks Dirty Dozen Tax Scams for 2013

03/27/2013 03:18 (Computerworld Malaysia)

The Internal Revenue Service today reminded taxpayers that there are plenty of scam artists and cybercriminals that want
your money. The Internal Revenue Service today reminded taxpayers that there are plenty of scam artists and
cybercriminals that want your money.

Hacking persists, for good or evil

03/27/2013 02:49 (Tallahassee.com)

Malware-detecting 'sandboxing' technology no silver bullet

03/27/2013 00:27 (Computerworld Malaysia)

The security technology called "sandboxing" aims at detecting malware code by subjecting it to run in a computer-based
system of one type of another to analyze it for behavior and traits indicative of malware.

Most Java-enabled browsers vulnerable to widespread Java exploits, Websense says

03/27/2013 00:27 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Only 5 percent of actively used browser installations have the most up-to-date version of the Java plug-in, the vendor's data
shows Most browser installations use outdated versions of the Java plug-in that are vulnerable to at least one of several
exploits currently used in popular Web attack toolk

Pirated software a shortcut to malware and worse, says IDC report

03/27/2013 00:01 (Computer World Singapore)

Consumers and businesses that choose to use pirated software are running an extremely high risk of malware infection
while searching for and downloading it, a new IDC report on behalf of Microsoft has claimed.

Think layers of security is all that? Think again

03/26/2013 23:13 (Computer World Singapore)

NSS Labs, a security research and advisory firm, has found that the layers of malware-catching technology that start at the
perimeter of the corporate network and end at the desktop will always fail to catch some exploits.

U.K. Sets Up Cybersecurity Center to Coordinate Computer Defense

03/26/2013 22:52 (Bloomberg)

Microsoft faces new EU antitrust probe as Linux group files complaint

03/26/2013 22:49 (Computer World Singapore)

A Spanish association of Linux users today accused Microsoft of anti-competitive practices, charging that Windows 8's
Secure Boot blocks users from installing rival operating systems on new PCs.

Dirty smartphones: Devices keep traces of files sent to the cloud

03/26/2013 22:18 (Computerworld Malaysia)
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When smartphone users upload files to cloud-based services, remnants of those files often remain on their handheld device,
even if the data is meant to be stored only in the cloud, researchers have found.

Researchers identify targeted email attack distributing Android Trojan app

03/26/2013 22:02 (Computer World Singapore)

Security researchers from antivirus vendor Kaspersky Lab have identified a targeted email attack against human rights and
political activists that distributed a custom Android Trojan app with information-stealing capabilities.

Stuxnet attack was illegal under international law, experts say

03/26/2013 14:17 (Help Net Security)

South Korea Fears 'Cyber Warriors' from the North

03/26/2013 12:37 (CIO Today)

6 IT Security Innovations to Keep You Ahead of Attackers

03/26/2013 12:29 (ComputerWorld)

Hardly a day goes by without a new security threat emerging. Traditional security tools aren't always up to the task of
keeping sensitive business information in safe hands. These six innovations will help you stay a step ahead.

LinkedIn Patches XSS and CSRF Vulnerabilities

03/26/2013 11:58 (Threat Post)

Zero-Day Java Attacks Pose Risk for Businesses, Security Expert Says

03/26/2013 11:34 (Digital Journal)

Researchers Uncover Targeted Attack Campaign Using Android Malware

03/26/2013 10:14 (Threat Post)

Cyber-Securing Your Mobile Devices

03/28/2013 06:19 (Inside INdiana Business)

US swipes at China for hacking allegations

03/28/2013 06:06 (Albany Democrat-Herald)

U.S. law to restrict government purchases of Chinese IT equipment

03/28/2013 05:30 (Yahoo! News)

Spam filters are blocking less spam

03/28/2013 05:16 (Help Net Security)

Anti-spam watchdog gets cyber beating

03/28/2013 03:21 (The Spokesman-Review)
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Web attack may affect millions of users

03/28/2013 03:05 (Leader Post)

Spam fighter, spammer spat becomes massive DDoS attack

03/28/2013 01:49 (Computer World Singapore)

A tiff between a Dutch company and Spamhaus, which blacklists spammers, has turned into a cyber attack of epic
proportions. The distributed denial of service attack (DDoS) spread from the Spamhaus website to the rest of the Internet,
reportedly affecting millions of rank and file Internet users.

Cyber attacks on banks growing larger, more complex

03/28/2013 00:45 (The News & Observer)

The state of data breaches

03/28/2013 00:39 (ComputerWorld)

The implications of data breaches can be severe for companies with potential financial losses and loss of customer trust.

How the world's largest cyberattack slows down your Internet use

03/27/2013 23:50 (Computer World Singapore)

Websites take longer to load. Netflix cuts out. Normally you can blame those annoyances on a slow Internet connection
speed, but this week, it's the result of the largest global cyberattack in history.

Fusion Cell cyber-unit will defend UK business from cyber-attack, Government announces

03/27/2013 23:50 (Computer World Singapore)

Cabinet Office minister Francis Maude will today announce the Government's futuristic-sounding 'Fusion Cell', a 12-15
person group of elite security experts who will sit in front of screens at a secret location monitoring cyber-attacks against the
UK and its businesses in real time.

Data leakage risk rises with cloud storage services

03/27/2013 22:55 (Computer World Singapore)

Companies significantly increase their risk of data leakage when smartphone- and tablet-toting employees use cloud storage
services DrobBox, Box and SugarSync, a university study shows.

Antivirus software fails to spot new malware, Palo Alto finds

03/27/2013 21:56 (Computer World Singapore)

A significant chunk of new malware is not spotted by antivirus programs with some threats remaining a mystery for as long
as a month, an analysis of large enterprises by firewall vendor Palo Alto Networks has calculated.

New malware shows Android has target on its back

03/27/2013 21:56 (Computer World Singapore)

Recently discovered Android malware used in targeted attacks against Tibetan and Uyghur activists in Europe is a warning
to U.S. companies that mobile devices will likely be the mark in future cyberespionage attacks, experts say.
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Microsoft, Lenovo to promote genuine Windows on PCs

03/27/2013 21:46 (Computer World Singapore)

In the midst of its latest campaign to fight piracy in China, Microsoft has signed an agreement with Lenovo to ensure that its
PCs ship with licensed versions of Windows software on its computers As part of the agreement signed Tuesday, Lenovo
will also encourage its resellers to promote PCs with g

Phishers Hide Real Links with Javascript

03/27/2013 15:43 (Isssource.com)

HP launches free service to secure mobile, Web apps

03/27/2013 15:37 (ComputerWorld)

HP says it now has a free service called "Fortify My App" that lets anyone building mobile or Web applications upload code
to the Fortify software-as-a-service and get a limited analysis about whether the code has specific vulnerabilities or design
flaws.

3 ways malware authors evade sandboxes

03/27/2013 15:11 (IT World Canada)

Could hackers really take over your pacemaker?

03/27/2013 14:11 (Philadelphia Blogs - Philly.com)

Researcher sets up honeypot to counterattack, identifies attackers

03/27/2013 13:34 (Help Net Security)

ANALYSIS: Why we need more troops for escalating cyberwar

03/29/2013 08:09 (Daily Record (AP))

New Android malware threat looks like an IRS e-mail

03/29/2013 08:06 (Android Community)

Email phishing scam targets people who make automatic payments

03/29/2013 07:06 (WNDU)

Protect your information during the tax-season identity theft boom

03/29/2013 05:30 (Steuben Courier)

Microsoft releases privacy and security guide for policy makers

03/29/2013 05:29 (Help Net Security)

Three Ways the U.S. Department of Defense Can Achieve Its Sustainment Objectives in
Challenging Times

03/29/2013 04:55 (A.T. Kearney)

Class of 2013: The future careers of this year's high school graduates
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03/29/2013 04:47 (Wayne Post)

8 in 10 companies suffered web-borne attacks

03/29/2013 03:51 (Help Net Security)

Cyber Battles, Phoney Wars

03/29/2013 03:43 (CounterPunch)

3 Ways to Spring Clean Your Tech

03/29/2013 01:31 (The Blackshear Times)

Sec. Hagel: North Korea's Actions Have 'Ratcheted Up the Danger'

03/29/2013 00:13 (All News 106.7)

Defense Department lessens blow of furloughs

03/28/2013 23:23 (KDBC)

Noticing your internet speeds slowing? Here’s why.

03/28/2013 20:18 (San Diego Entertainer Magazine)

'Biggest Cyber Attack in History' could be bad news for your home computer

03/28/2013 19:55 (News Channel 5)

‘Nuke’ attack on Internet fails to make global impact, say industry insiders - NY Daily News

03/28/2013 19:10 (NY Daily News)

‘Exploits’ give anyone with money the power to hack

04/02/2013 06:18 (Winnipeg Free Press)

Ransomware uses browser history to persuade users to pay up

04/02/2013 05:26 (Help Net Security)

Android messaging malware targets Tibetan activists

04/02/2013 03:32 (Computerworld Malaysia)

An analysis of a piece of Android spyware targeting a prominent Tibetan political figure suggests it may have been built to
figure out the victim's exact location.

The weaponisation of DDoS as a cyber-offensive tool

04/02/2013 03:12 (Computer World Singapore)

The recent Spamhaus distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack highlights the fragility of the Internet and many of the core
services that the World Wide Web is built on.

Complex malware and BYOD drive mobile security

04/02/2013 00:32 (Help Net Security)
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Airlock launches secure cloud hosting

04/01/2013 23:57 (Help Net Security)

Ransomware leverages victims' browser histories for increased credibility

04/01/2013 23:16 (Computer World Singapore)

The authors of police-themed ransomware have started using the browsing histories from infected computers in order to
make their scams more believable, according to an independent malware researcher.

Seen At 11: Cyber War In Europe Is Causing Internet Disruptions Everywhere

04/01/2013 23:09 (CBS New York)

UW adds master's in cybersecurity program

04/01/2013 23:02 (The Daily of the University of Washington)

How valuable are security certifications today?

04/01/2013 22:13 (Computer World Singapore)

When it comes to education, most people agree, more is better. No one embodies that principle at least in regard to IT
certifications better than Jerry Irvine.

Top Malicious Hosting Providers

04/01/2013 18:21 (Isssource.com)

Your Smartphone Is Tracking You In Ways You've Never Imagined

04/01/2013 16:17 (Times Union)

Web Access Means More Attacks

04/01/2013 14:44 (Isssource.com)

Mobile Security Faces BYOD, Malware Threats

04/01/2013 13:27 (CIO Today)

Think Twice About Selling Old Smartphones

04/01/2013 11:49 (MyFoxPhilly.com)

South Korea to augment cyberwar defenses after attack on banks, broadcasters

04/01/2013 10:18 (The Washington Times)

Identity theft of minors continues to grow

04/01/2013 08:19 (The Tennessean)

Cyber crime, cyber espionage, cyber war - U.S. should beware, Clarke tells Vero Beach audience

04/01/2013 08:07 (TC Palm (AP))

Malware attacks occur every three minutes
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04/04/2013 06:25 (Help Net Security)

Orange County Regional Computer Forensics Laboratory Receives Prestigious International
Accreditation, Unveils Mobile Lab

04/03/2013 23:31 (Imperial Valley News)

Universal Credit IT system ‘vulnerable to fraud’, warn MPs

04/03/2013 23:22 (Computer World Singapore)

MPs have warned that the implementation of Universal Credit could leave the public sector 'vulnerable to fraud', as concerns
are raised about detection systems still being in the early stages of development, despite the national rollout beginning this
year.

Report thumping Army for mobile cyber security efforts yanked off DoD website

04/03/2013 22:49 (ComputerWorld)

A report from the Inspector General of the U.S Department of Defense that's critical of the way the Army has handled
mobile-device security has been inexplicably yanked from the IG DoD public website but can still be found in the Google
caching system.

Cyberattacks On Banks Signal Urgent Need For Security Bill, Lawmakers Say

04/03/2013 22:14 (Kcentv.com)

US, South Korea join forces to prevent cyberattacks by North Korea

04/03/2013 21:49 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Recent massive cyberattacks that paralyzed computer networks at several South Korean banks and broadcasters, strongly
suspected to have been launched by North Korean hackers, have prompted Washington and Seoul to come up with tough
new countermeasures to stop Pyongyang from waging information warfar

Cyberattacks Abound Yet Companies Tell SEC Losses Are Few

04/03/2013 21:42 (Bloomberg)

Android apps found to have breached user privacy: study

04/03/2013 20:42 (Computer World Australia)

About 12 per cent of 130,000 popular Android apps upload phone numbers to third parties

Researchers find APT malware that monitors mouse clicks to evade detection

04/03/2013 20:34 (ComputerWorld)

Researchers from security vendor FireEye have uncovered a new APT (advanced persistent threat) that uses multiple
detection evasion techniques, including the monitoring of mouse clicks, to determine active human interaction with the
infected computer

Spammers dodge junk filters with Google Translate

04/03/2013 19:48 (ComputerWorld)

Junksters exploit search giant's good name to whitewash malicious messages
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Fighting cyber crime at mid-sized companies

04/03/2013 19:08 (Philly.com)

Lessons from South Korea Attack

04/03/2013 17:03 (Isssource.com)

Trojan Hides in File, Evades Sandbox

04/03/2013 15:30 (Isssource.com)

MIT reveals improved security plans, following threats in retaliation for the death of Aaron Swartz

04/03/2013 15:02 (Boston.com)

Browser History a part of Ransomware

04/03/2013 14:59 (Isssource.com)

Hackers Besiege Banks as Global Cyber War Ramps Up

04/03/2013 14:20 (Yahoo! Canada Finance)

Two-Step Verification Protects Passwords

04/03/2013 14:13 (The Pilot)

Should U.S. limit China-government influenced IT systems?

04/03/2013 13:47 (ComputerWorld)

New federal restrictions now preclude four U.S. agencies from buying information-technology (IT) systems from
manufacturers "owned, directed or subsidized by the People's Republic of China" due to national-security concerns. But is
this a smart tactic?

Pentagon seeking 'rules of engagement' for cyber-war

04/05/2013 05:06 (Daily Record (AP))

Virus hits DPS computer

04/05/2013 04:12 (Odessa American Online (AP))

Two large banks say websites attacked

04/05/2013 00:35 (The Portland Press Herald)

Smart ideas: Phishing scams

04/05/2013 00:12 (Reading Eagle (AP))

Microsoft to patch IE10 Pwn2Own bugs next week, says security expert

04/04/2013 23:51 (Computer World Singapore)

Microsoft today said it will ship nine security updates next week, two rated "critical," to patch Internet Explorer (IE), Windows,
SharePoint Server, Office Web Apps and the company's anti-malware software in Windows 8 and RT.

Yandex launches public DNS service with malicious URL filtering
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04/04/2013 23:16 (Computerworld Malaysia)

The company is working with some hardware vendors to create router firmware with built-in support for the service Russian
Web search firm Yandex launched a public DNS (Domain Name System) resolution service on Thursday that leverages the
company's existing website scanning technology to block acces

Sophos fixes vulnerabilities in its Web security appliance

04/04/2013 22:26 (Computer World Singapore)

Security vendor Sophos has released an update for the software used on its Web gateway security appliance in order to
address three serious vulnerabilities in the product's Web-based user interface.

Apple's iMessage encryption trips up feds' surveillance

04/04/2013 17:53 (Yahoo! News)

Malware Attacks Hit Constantly

04/04/2013 17:04 (Isssource.com)

Report shows gaps in cyber workforce

04/04/2013 15:50 (Federal Times)

World’s Largest Bitcoin Exchange Victim of Cyber-Attack

04/04/2013 15:12 (Equities.com)

Personal data compromised in January cyber attack on Ala. IT system

04/04/2013 15:04 (WSFA 12 News)

Virginia launches public-private partnership focused on cyber security

04/04/2013 14:49 (Virginia Business)

Two Japanese web portals hacked, user financial info compromised

04/04/2013 14:44 (Help Net Security)

The Cyber Attacks On North Korea Are Pointless And Dangerous

04/04/2013 14:13 (Yahoo! Canada Finance)

House Democrat to push for privacy change to cyber bill

04/04/2013 12:30 (The Hill - Blog)

NKorea's Twitter account hacked amid tension

04/04/2013 11:52 (Tech & Gadget - MSN CA)

The Dangers of Recycling in the Cloud

04/04/2013 09:53 (The Makegood)
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We're losing the battle against state sponsored attacks

04/08/2013 07:39 (Help Net Security)

U.S. cyber bill that grants lawsuit immunity to companies faces privacy pushback

04/08/2013 06:40 (Crain's Detroit Business)

Malware turns hacked computers into slaves that “mine” new digital currency

04/08/2013 06:22 (Yahoo! Canada Finance)

Generalized single packet authorization for cloud computing environments

04/08/2013 06:16 (Help Net Security)

3 Tips for Surviving “The Year of the Hack”

04/08/2013 05:18 (Small Business Trends)

AT&T Joins Boeing Backing Cyber Bill Facing Privacy Fight

04/08/2013 02:20 (Bloomberg)

The ‘Pearl Harbor’ of the Cyber World

04/08/2013 02:16 (The Maine Campus)

Sneaky malware hides behind mouse movement, experts say

04/08/2013 00:45 (Computer World Singapore)

Researchers from security vendor FireEye have uncovered a new advanced persistent threat (APT) that uses multiple
detection evasion techniques, including the monitoring of mouse clicks, to determine active human interaction with the
infected computer.

Cyber education key to security

04/08/2013 00:40 (Politico)

Week in review: Carberp Trojan developers arrested, thousands of compromised Apache servers
directing users to malware

04/07/2013 23:56 (Help Net Security)

Bitcoin mining malware spreading on Skype, researcher says

04/07/2013 22:50 (Computer World Singapore)

Security researchers from Kaspersky Lab have identified a spam message campaign on Skype that spreads a piece of
malware with Bitcoin mining capabilities.

Anonymous Hits Israel with a Massive Cyber Attack, Israel Attacks Back

04/07/2013 21:16 (Yahoo! News)

Keep eye on Iran during Korean crisis

04/07/2013 19:44 (Examiner.com - Georgia)
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Texas Pushes to Create State Cybersecurity Chief

04/07/2013 11:47 (NBC DFW)

Intel panel hopes to avoid new cybersecurity fight with Obama

04/07/2013 11:00 (The Hill - Blog)

Students practice fending off hackers during competition

04/07/2013 07:33 (THonline.com)

The crime that never ends

04/07/2013 03:30 (Blogs | HeraldNet.com)

This Man Has Hacked A Thousand Banks And Never Been Arrested

04/06/2013 08:40 (Yahoo! Canada Finance)

DHS warns of spear-phishing campaign against energy companies

04/05/2013 17:42 (ComputerWorld)

The Department of Homeland Security has a warning for organizations that post a lot of business and personal information
on public web pages and social media sites: Don't do it.

Cutwail botnet now spreads Android malware

04/09/2013 06:52 (Help Net Security)

Bitdefender launches Antivirus Free for Android

04/09/2013 04:48 (Help Net Security)

Trend Micro unveils Smart Protection Strategy

04/09/2013 04:36 (Computer World Singapore)

Security company advises Custom Defense, Complete End User Protection and Cloud Security Eva Chen, CEO and co-
founder, Trend Micro Urging enterprises to redefine security strategy with the rise of targeted attacks, security software and
services provider Trend Micro unveiled Smart Protection Strat

Mobile-security startup debuts with 'container' and audit tech for iPad

04/09/2013 03:18 (ComputerWorld)

Mobile-device security startup Averail makes its debut today with its "containerization" software and service intended to give
IT managers control over mobile-device apps and their content.

Lessons from the recent South Korean cyber attack for AP

04/09/2013 02:43 (Computer World Singapore)

As targeted cyber attacks become more sophisticated, companies in Asia should relook their security strategy for
wholesome coverage. Businesses in Asia today should relook at their security strategies as standard defences are no longer
sufficient to handle targeted sophisticated attacks, reports Tr

Six U.S. Air Force cyber capabilities designated "weapons"
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04/09/2013 01:45 (Yahoo! Canada Finance)

APT attackers getting more evasive, even more persistent

04/08/2013 21:25 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Fear of discovery fuels sneakier tactics by writers of persistent malware Stealth has always been a hallmark of Advanced
Persistent Threats (APTs), but writers of the malignant malware are ratcheting up their efforts to evade detection by system
defenders.

Spear Phishing: Energy Sector Targeted

04/08/2013 17:35 (Isssource.com)

Anonymous cyberattack on Israel finds disputed impact

04/08/2013 17:20 (ComputerWorld)

Although the hactivist group Anonymous had declared its supporters would attack Israel on April 7 and "erase Israel from
cyberspace," the damage from Anonymous so far appears to be minimal to Israeli government and bank websites that are
among the main targets. However, now Israeli hactivists are fi

Trojan Gets Smarter, Goes Global

04/08/2013 14:59 (Isssource.com)

House Intelligence Committee leaders outline amendments to cyber intelligence-sharing bill

04/08/2013 14:23 (The Hill - Blog)

Cybersecurity lobbying doubled in 2012

04/08/2013 13:46 (CBS 58 News)

Combating Cyber-Attacks Against the Financial Community

04/08/2013 13:24 (Information Security Today)

Anonymous and affiliates attack Israeli websites

04/08/2013 12:06 (Help Net Security)

Spear-phishing emails targeting energy companies

04/08/2013 10:29 (Help Net Security)

Patch Tuesday leaves Internet Explorer zero day untouched

04/10/2013 06:02 (Computerworld Malaysia)

It's Patch Tuesday time again. This month Microsoft has unleashed nine new security bulletins. Nine is a reasonably high
number of updates, however, only two of them are rated as Critical.

South Korea says North Korea behind March Cyber Attack

04/10/2013 03:29 (NBC DFW)
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Information sharing to improve our cybersecurity

04/10/2013 02:00 (The Hill - Blog)

CAMP for Chrome catches 99% of malware, Google says

04/09/2013 23:01 (Computer World Singapore)

Google researchers have developed a combined client- and server-side system that uses blacklisting, whitelisting and the
characteristics of an executable file to catch nearly 99% of all malicious downloads.

Secure Microsoft Office collaboration via any device

04/09/2013 22:28 (Help Net Security)

Solera Networks offers visibility into potential security breaches

04/09/2013 22:27 (Help Net Security)

Control system hack at manufacturer raises red flag

04/09/2013 21:33 (Computer World Singapore)

An unreported attack on the energy management system of a New Jersey manufacturer has been revealed by the U.S.
Cyber Emergency Response Team (US-CERT).

Sheheen proposes fund to help S.C. hacking victims

04/09/2013 19:19 (GreenvilleOnline.com (AP))

BackDoor Botnet Taken Over

04/09/2013 17:04 (Isssource.com)

Android Trojan Spreads through Botnet

04/09/2013 16:18 (Isssource.com)

Phishing Hole: Execs Names Pilfered

04/09/2013 16:03 (Isssource.com)

Pwn2Own IE Vulnerabilities Missing from Microsoft Patch Tuesday Updates

04/09/2013 15:18 (Threat Post)

British hacker pleads guilty to major cyber attacks

04/09/2013 13:51 (New York Post)

4 ways US can boost cyber security

04/09/2013 12:36 (Yahoo! News Canada)

Clear cyber mission called crucial in defense budget battles

04/09/2013 12:09 (Stars and Stripes)
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Malicious HP scan notifications target employees

04/09/2013 11:31 (Help Net Security)

Cyber Attacks 'More Dangerous' Than International Terrorism

04/11/2013 06:06 (Las Vegas Business Press - Mediawebsite.net)

Obama spends more on cyber defense

04/11/2013 05:48 (TG Daily)

Android phones can hijack planes

04/11/2013 05:48 (TG Daily)

House committee approves pro-business cyber bill

04/11/2013 05:38 (Herald & Review)

Insecurity in cyberspace

04/11/2013 05:09 (Los Angeles Times)

Microsoft extends Windows 8 management features in Desktop Optimization Pack

04/11/2013 03:40 (Computer World Singapore)

Microsoft has released the latest version of its Desktop Optimization Pack (MDOP) suite of IT management tools, an
upgrade that deepens its ability to manage Windows 8 PC deployments.

You've been hacked, now what?

04/11/2013 01:25 (Help Net Security)

ZeroAccess Bitcoin botnet shows no signs of slowing

04/11/2013 01:17 (Help Net Security)

A conservative cybersecurity strategy

04/11/2013 00:47 (Politico)

Spam botnet-for-hire used to deliver Android malware

04/10/2013 21:36 (ComputerWorld)

Development marks a new post-startup phase in the Android malware business

Hackers turn a Canon EOS camera into a remote surveillance tool

04/10/2013 21:36 (ComputerWorld)

The high-end Canon EOS-1D X camera can be hacked for use as a remote surveillance tool, a researcher said during the
Hack in the Box security conference in Amsterdam

New cybersecurity bill: Privacy threat or crucial band-aid?
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04/10/2013 21:23 (Yahoo! News)

Privacy vs. Cybersecurity: The Debate Heats Up

04/10/2013 13:27 (CNBC)

Lockheed to General Dynamics Target Shift to Cyber Spend

04/10/2013 12:17 (Bloomberg)

NYC students, hackers train for cybersecurity jobs

04/12/2013 05:12 (The Guardian)

JAKE PEARSON Associated Press= NEW YORK (AP) — Every week, a group of teenagers and 20-somethings dressed in
hoodies gets together in a tiny room on a college campus and plug in their laptops.

Twitter's recipe for security awareness

04/12/2013 04:15 (Help Net Security)

Cyber threat protections vs. personal data privacy

04/12/2013 04:00 (Computer World Singapore)

A controversial cybersecurity bill that would seek to improve the sharing of threat information between businesses and the
government has cleared a House committee and appears headed for a debate on the floor next week.

Schnucks breach will likely cost millions

04/12/2013 01:16 (Enquirer Herald)

Regions Bank cyber attack

04/11/2013 23:59 (KSDK)

White House signals it won't support CISPA in present form

04/11/2013 23:48 (ComputerWorld)

In what's quickly turning out to be a replay of events from last year, the White House today signaled that it would not support
the recently reintroduced Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA) in its present form.

7 things you need to know about Bitcoin

04/11/2013 23:13 (Computer World Singapore)

Bitcoins are all the buzz. The virtual currency is riding a rollercoaster of speculation, rising exponentially in value and
reaching a high of $260 this Wednesday before plummeting to $130.

Study Shows Google Better than Bing at Filtering Malicious Web Sites

04/11/2013 22:33 (Threat Post)

AACC Cyber Team Continues Streak

04/11/2013 22:25 (Anne Arundel Patch)
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Targeted social media attacks said to be underreported

04/11/2013 22:16 (Computerworld Malaysia)

The latest targeted attack, on Chinese activists, shows how cybercriminals are broadening their tactics in going after
individuals Cybercriminals' use of Facebook, Twitter and other social media in targeting individuals with malware is an
underreported problem that affects many organizations, says

No, That German Hacker Probably Can't Hijack an Airplane with Software

04/11/2013 20:21 (Yahoo! News)

Air Force Association Announces Middle School Cyber Program

04/11/2013 17:56 (WAVE 3 News)

Malware Block: Chrome’s CAMP System

04/11/2013 16:47 (Isssource.com)

Pentagon computer problems postpone Guantanamo hearing

04/11/2013 16:46 (Stars and Stripes)

Adobe Patches Platforms

04/11/2013 16:16 (Isssource.com)

Data-Stealing Spyware Redpill Back, Targeting India

04/11/2013 15:50 (Threat Post)

South Carolina Senate Advances Cyber Security Bill

04/11/2013 15:09 (Wltx.com)

The 5 biggest online privacy threats of 2013

04/11/2013 14:46 (Consumer Federation of California)

TDoS: The latest wave of Denial of Service attacks

04/15/2013 04:47 (Help Net Security)

Week in review: Hijacking airplanes with an Android phone, and a call to arms for infosec
professionals

04/15/2013 04:17 (Help Net Security)

INTERPOL Chief on fighting cybercrime worldwide

04/15/2013 03:27 (Help Net Security)

Real-world test of 21 antivirus products

04/15/2013 03:21 (Help Net Security)

IRS releases Dirty Dozen Tax Scams 2013

04/15/2013 00:33 (Oregon Business Report)
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FAA says Hijack-a-jet app works only on simulator

04/14/2013 21:51 (Computerworld Malaysia)

When a security researcher announced this week that he'd written an Android app that allowed him to hijack a jet with his
Samsung Galaxy smartphone, he acknowledged an important caveat to his exploit: It had been tested only on a simulator.

Lawsuit could put kink in Microsoft's push for cloud security

04/14/2013 21:45 (Computer World Singapore)

A lawsuit could put a crimp in Microsoft's reported plans to implement two-factor authentication for users of its consumer
cloud services. Two-factor authentication--which supplements a user's password with a PIN or code generated by a local
application or sent by a cloud provider to a user's devic

IBM launching CISPA advocacy tour

04/14/2013 20:01 (The Hill - Blog)

Cybersecurity issues transform classic debate

04/14/2013 18:56 (Politico)

Cyberattack signals growing challenge

04/14/2013 17:24 (Politico)

Global hacking a growing concern

04/14/2013 00:00 (Parkersburg News and Sentinel)

What is a “Drive-By” Download?

04/13/2013 15:55 (Examiner.com - Massachusetts)

N. Korea denies cyber attack on S. Korea

04/13/2013 09:44 (First Coast News)

Tax scammers in full force ahead of federal deadline

04/12/2013 21:34 (KITV.com)

Aussie CIOs feel unprepared to deal with cyber attacks: survey

04/16/2013 03:37 (Computer World Singapore)

Australian CIOs have given themselves a woeful report card when asked to rank their organisation's preparedness to deal
with cyber attacks, according to new research findings.

Nations with the most mobile malware

04/16/2013 03:19 (KTXS.com)

Bank fraud, computer security top concerns

04/16/2013 03:05 (Leader Post)

Radware unveils SDN strategy
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04/16/2013 02:42 (Help Net Security)

Hagel cancels medal for drone strikes, cyber operations

04/16/2013 00:52 (Tampa Bay Times)

TechMan Texts: Which engine has the safest search?

04/16/2013 00:11 (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette)

US House to vote on CISPA cyberthreat bill this week

04/15/2013 21:39 (Computer World Singapore)

The Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA), a controversial cyberthreat information-sharing bill, will be
debated on the floor of the U.

Security expert identifies targeted attack utilizing malware for Android devices

04/15/2013 21:39 (Computer World Singapore)

Kaspersky Lab has detected a new targeted attack against Uyghur activists which, for the first time, is based on a malicious
program for Android-based mobile devices.

How Hackers Use Our Information Against Us

04/15/2013 20:42 (Examiner.com - Massachusetts)

Spam Not as Visible, but More Severe

04/15/2013 18:23 (Isssource.com)

Simulated Attacks Hike Security Awareness

04/15/2013 16:33 (Isssource.com)

2011 PSN Hackers Plead Guilty, to Be Sentence Next Month

04/15/2013 14:19 (Game Front)

WordPress Sites Attacked; May Be Prep for DDoS Barrrage

04/15/2013 13:25 (CIO Today)

Mobile malware up 163%

04/15/2013 09:05 (Help Net Security)

China and US to set up working group on cyber-security

04/15/2013 06:34 (Helium)

Cyber Security and the CIO Challenge

04/17/2013 04:47 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Cyber security is the double edged sword of modern business. Cyber security is the double edged sword of modern
business. Because the Internet is an evolving technology that carries enormous potential and vulnerability, cyber security
embraces questions of internet freedom, network architecture and
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Java 7 Update 21 to fix bugs, change applet warning messages

04/17/2013 03:49 (Computer World Singapore)

Oracle will release a new version of Java on Tuesday that will include 42 security fixes and will make changes to how Web-
based Java content will be presented inside browsers.

White House threatens to veto CISPA ahead of vote

04/17/2013 02:52 (Computerworld Malaysia)

The White House said it is concerned that the bill does not adequately prevent sharing of irrelevant personal information The
White House has threatened to veto the controversial Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA) in its present
form, citing concerns that the bill does not adequa

House hits repeat on cyber bill battle

04/17/2013 01:25 (Politico)

Targeted attacks up over 2012, SMBs increasingly at risk: Symantec

04/16/2013 23:45 (Computer World Singapore)

Just when you thought it was safe to get back on the Internet, the number of targeted attacks almost doubled in 2012
compared to the prior year. That is according to the latest Internet Security Threat Report fromSymantec, which also found
that 31 percent of all attacks target SMBs or companies wit

Hacker in court for DDoS attacks on Oxford and Cambridge Universities

04/16/2013 22:21 (Computerworld Malaysia)

One-man digital crime wave The 21 British year-old hacker found guilty of a long string online crimes including distributing a
keylogger Trojan disguised as a Call of Duty software patch, has pleaded guilty to launching DDoS attacks on the websites
of Oxford and Cambridge Universities.

CMP says thousands of job applicants' information possibly stolen by hackers

04/16/2013 20:55 (The Morning Sentinel)

Seven top cyber safety measures for business

04/16/2013 19:28 (The Guardian)

Hacking is just one of the problems. Photo: Jessica Hromas One in five Australian businesses suffered an electronic breach
or cyber attack in 2012. Most report an average of two attacks a year.

House passes bill to update federal cybersecurity

04/16/2013 18:09 (Federal Times)

Go on the offensive to stop cybercriminals

04/16/2013 18:09 (Daily Report)

7 ways to avoid identity theft on social media networks

04/16/2013 15:30 (AGBeat)

The Next Cybersecurity Threat Cycle is here – Are You Prepared?
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04/16/2013 14:11 (PR-Canada.net)

Your iPhone can be turned into a biometric scanning device

04/16/2013 14:10 (Yahoo! News)

Targeted attacks hitting small business have increased threefold

04/16/2013 11:30 (Help Net Security)

Cybercriminals Exploiting Boston Marathon Bombings With Trojan Attack

04/18/2013 06:17 (Money)

Gift card SMS spam drops after FTC action, Cloudmark finds

04/18/2013 03:48 (Computer World Singapore)

The volume of mobile spam messages touting free gift cards sharply fell after the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
filed complaints in early March against eight companies, according to antispam vendor Cloudmark.

Microsoft finds Trojan that hides files to evade analysis

04/18/2013 03:47 (Computer World Singapore)

Microsoft has discovered an unusually stealthy Trojan capable of deleting files it downloads in order to keep them away from
forensics investigators and researchers.

DDOS attacks have increased in number and size this year, report says

04/18/2013 02:10 (Computer World Singapore)

The volume, duration and frequency of distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) attacks used to flood websites and other
systems with junk traffic have significantly increased during the first three months of this year, according to a report released
Wednesday by Florida-based DDOS mitigation provider Pr

Malware Infections 5.5 Times More Likely Without Antivirus Software, Finds New Research From
Microsoft

04/18/2013 01:34 (IT in Canada)

Yes it can happen here: Poughkeepsie utility hacked

04/17/2013 21:42 (Smart Grid News)

Avoiding Scams For Boston Bombing Donations

04/17/2013 21:22 (NewsChannel5.com)

Microsoft to Launch Two-Factor Authentication Sign-In to Enhance Security

04/17/2013 21:12 (Headlines & Global News)

Defeating terrorism on the internet

04/17/2013 17:57 (Spero News)
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NYC students, hackers train for cybersecurity jobs

04/17/2013 16:59 (The Akron Legal News)

Kaspersky Lab Analyses Active Cyberespionage Campaign Targeting Online Gaming Companies
Worldwide

04/17/2013 16:18 (KTEN.com)

Trojan Hits, Steals, then Cuts Components

04/17/2013 14:46 (Isssource.com)

Google Fiber to launch in Provo, Utah

04/17/2013 13:51 (KCCI Channel 8)

House Intel leaders: Cybersecurity bill will not allow cyber snooping

04/17/2013 13:07 (The Hill - Blog)

Apple keeps patching Java on OS X Snow Leopard after proposed drop-dead date

04/17/2013 12:43 (ComputerWorld)

Apple on Tuesday patched Java for the aged OS X Snow Leopard and tweaked Safari to give users more control over what
websites they let run the vulnerability plagued Oracle software.

Hackers Targeting SMBs, Warns Symantec

04/17/2013 09:59 (CIO Today)

Spamhaus-themed ransomware delivered through exploit kits

04/17/2013 09:59 (Help Net Security)

Security holes in smartphone apps

04/17/2013 09:05 (e! Science News)

Cloud-based email threat protection from Dell

04/19/2013 05:20 (Help Net Security)

U.S. House OKs bill to protect businesses against cyberattacks

04/19/2013 01:00 (The Detroit News)

Trusteer launches 'Apex' zero-day protection software in Europe

04/18/2013 23:30 (Computer World Singapore)

Security firm Trusteer believes it has invented the first ever system that can reliably block attacks targeting vulnerabilities in
a clutch of common applications such as Java, and Adobe's Flash and PDF Reader.

Researchers find malware targeting online stock trading software

04/18/2013 22:51 (Computer World Singapore)
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Security researchers from Russian cybercrime investigations company Groub-IB have recently identified a new piece of
malware designed to steal login credentials from specialized software used to trade stocks and other securities online.

Congress still at cyber odds after CISPA passage

04/18/2013 19:44 (Politico)

Cybercrooks use interest in Texas plant explosion to attack computers

04/18/2013 18:34 (MyFoxAL.com)

Google Rolls Out Enterprise Improvements for Chrome

04/18/2013 17:01 (CIO Today)

Widely used routers easy to hack even by remote attackers

04/18/2013 15:19 (Help Net Security)

U.S. judge gives LulzSec hacker year in prison for Sony breach

04/18/2013 15:15 (Yahoo! News Canada)

House cyber bill protects privacy, civil liberties while addressing threat

04/18/2013 13:00 (The Hill - Blog)

Warning klaxons sound for Windows XP

04/18/2013 11:29 (TG Daily)

Bill passes to protect kids from ID theft

04/18/2013 08:31 (Orlando Sentinel)

Beware of fake SourceForge site offering malicious downloads

04/18/2013 08:21 (Help Net Security)

Cambridge Uni spin-off targets banking malware with image-based security system

04/22/2013 05:44 (Computer World Singapore)

A Cambridge University spin-off has developed a new method of protection against 'man-in-the-browser' Trojan malware
attacks on online bank customers, using a mobile device-based visual image security system to improve authentication and
reduce the risk of fraud.

European Cyber Security Group Founded to Combat Cybercrime

04/22/2013 05:32 (Digital Journal)

The week in security: Malware growth leaves Australian CIOs unprepared

04/22/2013 04:24 (Computer World Singapore)

CIOs may only have glimpses of the future of mobile security, but security firm Bitdefender believes one of the recurring
issues will be the continued channelling of private information even from paid-for apps in the Android Play app store.
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New version of Gozi financial malware bundles MBR rootkit

04/22/2013 03:51 (Computer World Singapore)

Researchers from security firm Trusteer have found a new variant of the Gozi banking Trojan program that infects a
computer's Master Boot Record (MBR) in order to achieve persistence.

Consumer tech key in Boston Marathon bombing probe

04/22/2013 02:00 (Computerworld)

Browsers pose the greatest threat to enterprise, Microsoft reports

04/21/2013 22:41 (Computer World Singapore)

Microsoft's latest security report has found that Web-based attacks pose the greatest threat to companies, giving credence
to efforts to develop browser alternatives to accessing the Internet.

Google Play apps used to hide 'BadNews' mobile botnet, security firm discovers

04/21/2013 22:31 (Computer World Singapore)

Google's Play store security has once again been embarrassed by the discovery of an ambitious botnet that sneaked past
its app vetting systems to infect possibly huge numbers of Android users.

Pentagon expands cyber-attack capabilities

04/21/2013 21:34 (BattleCreekEnquirer.com (AP))

Anittel reduces customer malware problems with Webroot

04/21/2013 19:13 (ComputerWorld)

Managed service provider Anittel Group (ASX: AYG) has reduced the number of hours fixing customer malware problems
since it chose Webroot as its managed antivirus service.

Anonymous encourages another Internet blackout on April 22 in protest of CISPA

04/21/2013 10:41 (Neoseeker)

ID Theft Scams Adapting To Digital Age

04/21/2013 08:56 (Menlo Park-Atherton)

Cyberwar moves up on Pentagon’s priority list

04/21/2013 07:36 (Tribune-Review (AP))

When you check in, your privacy may check out

04/21/2013 06:56 (STLtoday.com (AP))

Cybersecurity

04/21/2013 06:45 (Watertown Daily Times (AP))

Phishing gangs exploit videos of Boston, Texas

04/20/2013 11:55 (The Courier-Journal (AP))
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Verizon's 2013 Data Breach Investigations Report: Highlights

04/23/2013 04:29 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Last year's security landscape was "dominated" by large-scale financial cybercrime and state-affiliated espionage, say
researchers. According to the 2013 Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR), announced on Tuesday (April 23, 2013) by
its publisher Verizon Enterprise Solutions, "financially motiv

Social media editor charged with supplying company log-ins to hackers is due in federal court

04/23/2013 03:40 (Pendleton Times-Post)

Nation’s cyberdefenses still a neglected priority

04/23/2013 03:00 (The Journal Gazette)

Malware hijacks Twitter accounts to send dangerous links

04/23/2013 02:41 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Twitter users in the Netherlands are being targeted by a piece of malware that hijacks their accounts, according to security
vendor Trusteer. Twitter users in the Netherlands are being targeted by a piece of malware that hijacks their accounts,
according to security vendor Trusteer.

Malware Publishes Microsoft Security Intelligence Report Volume 14

04/23/2013 01:54 (Delayed Quotes - CBOE)

Virgina colleges focus on improving cybersecurity programs

04/23/2013 01:06 (The Daily Progress)

One antivirus program is better than two

04/23/2013 00:55 (Computerworld Malaysia)

Arcticsid installed one antivirus program on a new PC that already had another. Then he asked the Antivirus & Security
Software forum if that was a good idea.

'Aurora' cyber attackers were really running counter-intelligence

04/23/2013 00:37 (Computer World Singapore)

Aucsmith, speaking last week at a government IT conference Microsoft hosted here at this Washington suburb, outlined a
starkly different version of the attacks than the assessment that Google offered in the bombshell revelation it made in
January 2010.

Websense fights cyber crime post Boston Marathon blasts

04/22/2013 23:15 (Computer World Singapore)

Stops email-borne campaigns to save unsuspecting recipients going to malicious websites. The Websense ThreatSeeker
Network is blocking email-borne campaigns to avoid unsuspecting recipients going to malicious websites post events at
Boston Marathon.

Utica College First College in U.S. to be an Education Partner with Preeminent Association for
Financial Crime Specialists

04/22/2013 20:13 (ABC 12 – WJRT)
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Rochester Institute of Technology Crowned National Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition
Champion

04/22/2013 19:39 (Dallas Business Journal)

Critics of cyber security bill raise privacy concerns, Web sites go dark in protest

04/22/2013 19:39 (WPTV NewsChannel 5)

Windows 8 Update: Smaller, less expensive gear on tap for back-to-school

04/22/2013 19:20 (ComputerWorld)

Smaller, less expensive Windows 8 devices based on upcoming Intel processors are in the offing for later this year, the
company says.

Alleged L.A. Times hacker Matthew Keys fired by Reuters

04/22/2013 19:09 (The Morning Call)

Hackers are targeting mobile devices more than ever

04/22/2013 14:25 (Today's TMJ4)

Firms Don’t Budget to Protect IP

04/22/2013 14:04 (Isssource.com)

Anonymity is Under Attack in Japan

04/22/2013 13:38 (Technology Marketing Corporation)

In US-China talks on cyber conflict, a top Chinese general owns to dangers

04/22/2013 13:18 (Alaska Dispatch)

Mobile Malware Hikes 163%

04/22/2013 12:02 (Isssource.com)

The Internet Is Not Freaking Out About the SOPA Sequel

04/22/2013 11:12 (Yahoo! News)

Seven Cybersecurity Myths Busted

04/22/2013 11:06 (NJ.com Blogs)

108K+ account details of Sims players leaked

04/22/2013 10:30 (Help Net Security)
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http://service.meltwaternews.com/mnews/redirect.html?docId=2757566970&userId=2470803&agentId=623805&type=2&s=41796&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.todaystmj4.com%2Ffeatures%2Fspecialassignment%2F204140071.html
http://service.meltwaternews.com/mnews/redirect.html?docId=2757783265&userId=2470803&agentId=623805&type=2&s=167808&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.isssource.com%2Ffirms-dont-budget-to-protect-ip%2F
http://service.meltwaternews.com/mnews/redirect.html?docId=2757504036&userId=2470803&agentId=623805&type=2&s=83813&url=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.tmcnet.com%2Ftopics%2Farticles%2F2013%2F04%2F22%2F335142-anonymity-under-attack-japan.htm
http://service.meltwaternews.com/mnews/redirect.html?docId=2757478173&userId=2470803&agentId=623805&type=2&s=104838&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.alaskadispatch.com%2Farticle%2F20130422%2Fus-china-talks-cyber-conflict-top-chinese-general-owns-dangers
http://service.meltwaternews.com/mnews/redirect.html?docId=2757364006&userId=2470803&agentId=623805&type=2&s=167808&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.isssource.com%2Fmobile-malware-hikes-163%2F
http://service.meltwaternews.com/mnews/redirect.html?docId=2757286113&userId=2470803&agentId=623805&type=2&s=1440&url=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.yahoo.com%2Finternet-not-freaking-sopa-sequel-145400600.html
http://service.meltwaternews.com/mnews/redirect.html?docId=2758035668&userId=2470803&agentId=623805&type=2&s=87274&url=http%3A%2F%2Fblog.nj.com%2Fnorth_american_precis_syndicate%2F2013%2F04%2Fseven_cybersecurity_myths_busted.html
http://service.meltwaternews.com/mnews/redirect.html?docId=2757219791&userId=2470803&agentId=623805&type=2&s=19164&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.net-security.org%2Fsecworld.php%3Fid%3D14788
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Security B-Sides is Coming to Boston, May 18th, 2013
#BSidesBOS

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE . . . Registration below

For updates follow @bsidesboston on twitter
and visit their official webpage, here.

Register HERE

All donations go to the Electronic Frontier
Foundation (EFF) and donations will also be available
on-site at the registration table

What is BSides?

Launched in mid-2009, Security BSides is a community-driven framework for building events for
and by information security community members. The goal is to expand the spectrum of
conversation beyond the traditional confines of space and time. It creates opportunities for
individuals to both present and participate in an intimate atmosphere that encourages
collaboration. It is an intense event with discussions, demos, and interaction from participants. It
is where conversations for the next-big-thing are happening.

Our first Security BSides Boston was in 2010. The second Security BSides Boston will be aimed
at bringing all kinds of new content to educate and have the audience gain insights to all of the
information from the different tracks below. We are looking to promote information security to
the audience and this is designed for both new, seasoned information security professionals
and techies!

When: Saturday, May 18, 2013, 9am – 6pm

Costs: $20

Where: Microsoft New England Research & Development Center (NERD), near
Kendall/MIT, Cambridge, MA

How: Use the hashtag #BSidesBOS as in http://bit.ly/BSidesBOS and follow
@bsidesboston

Register HERE

All donations go to the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and donations will also be available
on-site at the registration table.

http://www.securitybsides.com/w/page/12194141/BSidesBoston
https://www.wepay.com/events/bsides-boston-2013
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/w/page/12194156/FrontPage
http://microsoftcambridge.com/Default.aspx
http://bit.ly/BSidesBOS
https://www.wepay.com/events/bsides-boston-2013
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Webroot – Impact of Web-borne threats on businesses

By Pierluigi Paganini, Editor-in-Chief

Webroot has recently published an interesting study, available here (registration required),
on latest Web-borne threats and their economic impact providing also useful suggestions on
how to implement an effective defense. The survey revealed a direct correlation between free
access to web resources by employees of the companies and the level of exposure to cyber
threats such as malware and phishing attacks.

The research assessed the state of the Web security layer in organizations throughout the
United States and the United Kingdom, focusing the analysis on those companies that currently
have a Web security solution or plan to deploy one in 2013. Web-borne attacks are impacting in
meaningful way businesses and their operations, the principal negative effects on the business
are in the form of reduced employee productivity, increased help desk time to repair
damage and of course disruption of business activities.

“More severely, 4 in 10 companies reported that Web-borne threats compromised the security
of customer data and impacted their company’s bottom line. Attacks that use spam, spear
phishing and “drive-by” downloads increase the cost of data breaches. Many advanced
persistent threats use these methods to gain a foothold in corporate networks.”

Companies that suffered cyber attacks and that have had their Web sites compromised reported
significantly higher rates of correlated cyber menaces such as
Phishing, keyloggers/spyware, drive-by downloads, hacked passwords, social engineering
attacks and SQL injection attacks.

“An alarming 57% of companies who’s Web sites were compromised had the security of
customer data breached, 55% reported a significant impact on company finances and 46% said
the company’s reputation was damaged.”

The following table reports the Top Web security challenges in 2013 for security administrators;
it’s evident that malware -based attacks and preventing data breaches are the most significant
commitments.

http://mysite.webroot.com/websecuritystudy13
http://www.pwnieexpress.com/
http://www.pwnieexpress.com/
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The authors of the survey suggest mitigating the business risks adopting a layered defense with
effective endpoint and Web security and monitoring needs to be in place.
Following study Key findings:

 8 in 10 companies experienced one or more kinds of Web-borne attacks in 2012.
 88% of Web security administrators say Web browsing is a serious malware risk to their

firm.
 Phishing is the most prevalent Web-borne attack, affecting 55% of companies.
 Web security administrators report that Web-borne attacks have a significant negative

impact on help desk time, IT resources, employee productivity and the security of
customer data.

 Companies that deploy a Web security solution are far less likely to be victims of
password hacking, SQL injection attacks, social engineering attacks and Web site
compromises.

79% percent of companies experienced Web-borne attacks in 2012, almost totality of Web
security administrators agreed that Web access is font of risk for their company especially for
malware based attacks. The survey demonstrated that despite the awareness of the risks
related to cyber threats, only 56% of interviewed declared they had implemented a Web security
protection and more than half of companies without Web security had Web sites compromised.

“Protecting against Web-borne malware should be a high priority for all organizations since once
inside a network, the propagation of malware can take down the entire company, effectively
disabling an organization,” said Sara Radiate, President and CEO at Radicati Group. “Finding a
balance between providing employees Web access and ensuring corporate information security

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/web-security.jpg
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/web-security.jpg
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requires a solid Web security solution and is an essential requirement for companies to avoid
this costly liability.”

As said several time the trends that are increasing exposure of companies to cyber threats
today are mobility, social networking, BYOD and cloud computing, cyber crime is taking
advantage Web-based vulnerabilities causing serious damage.

Phishing represents one of the fastest-growing causes of data breaches and data loss as cyber
criminals become progressively adept at luring users into divulging sensitive corporate data.
The study states:

“… More than half of companies surveyed experienced phishing attacks in 2012. Phishing is
particularly challenging because cyber criminals launch new sites that masquerade as legitimate
sites so quickly and for such a short period of time that most existing Web security fails to detect
them.”

Interesting the comparison of the impact of cyber threats on organizations having different size,
larger organizations are exposed to major risks of breaches or incidents. Compared with firms
that have 100 to 999 employees, companies with 1,000 to 4,999 employees are at higher risk of
Web-borne attacks, they have higher rates of compromised Web sites, hacked passwords and
social engineering attacks.

Large business reported that 65% reported the attacks disrupted business activities, 45% said
company finances were negatively impacted and 38% reported the reputation of their company
was damaged.

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/sec-breach.jpg
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/sec-breach.jpg
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Which is the estimated impact of Web-borne attacks?

Web-borne attacks are very costly to companies, in
the US, 15% of Web security executives estimate the
cost of Web-borne attacks at $25,000 to $99,999,
13% at $100,000 to $499,999 and 6% at $500,000 to
$10 million. Additionally, in the UK, 22% of Web
security executives estimate the cost of Web-borne
attacks at £25,000 to £99,999, 8% at £100,000 to
£499,999 and 8% at £500,000 to £4 million.

The economic impact is devastating that’s why
authors suggest an innovative approach to security.

Let’s conclude with an alarming data, 44% of
companies are unprotected from the cybercrime sign
that there is a lot to do…

(Sources : CDM and Webroot)

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Attack.jpg
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Attack.jpg
http://www.firehost.com/
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In the mind of cybercriminals – The Boston Marathon attack

By Pierluigi Paganini, Editor-in-Chief, CDM

To fight the cybercrime we must start thinking like criminals,
they are people motivated solely by money and the need to
monetize every operation. I wrote, like many other colleagues,
various articles on phishing attacks and their potential effects,
of course the success of this attack is based on the capacity of
attackers to deceive the user and this is done with social
engineering techniques.

Let’s imagine that a single criminal, or a small gang, decides to
arrange a phishing attack, he needs a good tactics to induce
the victims to trust the mail they receive and of course
an instruments to send them.

I am saddened by the deplorable attack on the Boston Marathon, but events like this are a
wonderful opportunity for criminals who may try to trick victims by sending emails about the
attack. The world is shocked by the images of the explosion, but cyber criminals immediately
abused them for their dirty affairs.

If you search on the internet it’s easy to verify that many users started with receiving emails
containing malicious links or malware that promise news on the event. In the following image a
sample of this malicious email containing a link to the page “news.html” containing URLs of non-
malicious YouTube clips of the attack.

http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/11282/cyber-crime/the-company-cybercrime-seen-by-fortinet.html
http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/13462/cyber-crime/cybercrime-malware-bitcoin-mining-via-skype.html
http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/12593/cyber-crime/is-phishing-really-going-down-no-it-is-only-migrated-to-mobile.html
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Mail.png
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Mail.png
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But surprisingly just after After a delay of 60 seconds, another link leading to an executable file
is activated … in this phase if the user opens the file allows the malware to infect his machine.
Kaspersky detected a malware dubbed “Trojan-PSW.Win32.Tepfer.*” that once executed try to
connect various IP located in Argentina, Taiwan and Ukraine.

Without complicating life too much, how could an ill-intentioned individual launch a malicious
spam campaign?

The first thought goes to spam-friendly SMTP servers for rent, ideal to arrange a fraud in a short
time not worrying about the resources needed. Typically criminals could opt for two choices,
abuse of Web-based email service providers or spread malware with built-in SMTP engines, but
as described by cybercrime expert Dancho Danchev they could use a spam-friendly SMTP
servers.

http://www.securelist.com/en/blog/208194228/Boston_Aftermath
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/open.jpg
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/open.jpg
http://blog.webroot.com/2013/04/15/cybercriminals-offer-spam-friendly-smtp-servers-for-rent/
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Danchev found in the underground market a spam-friendly SMTP servers offered the modest
sum of $30 on a monthly basis.

The offers are really smart the post states:

“Criminals offer a starting package that includes 20GB disk space, one SMTP server, and the
capacity to send out 700k spam emails, followed by the optimal package which includes 3
SMTP servers, 10GB disk space, and the capacity to send out 2 million emails on a monthly
basis. “

The service provider, hosted by Veraton Projects LTD’s network, also offer a “Hurricane
package”, a premium service with unlimited disc space, 10 SMTP servers, and the ability to
send out 7 million emails on a monthly basis … a good firepower, what do you think about?

This is just a sample but the Internet is full of similar services, bullet proof hosting represent a
paradise for cyber criminals that in many cases don’t need particular knowledge to manage a
pre-configured infrastructure rented to affordable price.

Unfortunately, while the world was horrified to witness the tragic events, unscrupulous criminals
continue to operate undisturbed.

(Source: CDM & FBI.gov)

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Hosting.png
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Hosting.png
http://lacnic.net/cgi-bin/lacnic/whois?lg=EN&query=188.72.199.32
http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/13485/cyber-crime/wandering-underground-exploit-kits-hacking-services.html
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http://www.appriver.com/
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Certification Training
CCCure.org Leads the Pack for CISSP® and CEH® Training Support

We’re really pleased to be
working with CCCure.org.  Did
you know that more than
150,000 people have used the
CCCure’s resources over the
past 12 years to reach their
certification and career goals.
CCURE.org offers some of
the most complete and
relevant quizzes for the
CISSP® and the CEH®
certifications.

CCCure.org also has over
1600 questions for the
CISSP® and many hundreds
of questions for the CEH®.
You can track your progress

and they also offer the ability to review questions you have missed.  You
can compare your score with others taking tests.  They also have
thorough explanations with each question.  You can also drill down on
your weak topics and identify what you don’t know.

The CCURE.org quizzes are constantly being updated, revised, with
new content added almost daily.   Like CCCURE.org, we at CDM do not
believe in static quizzes that are updated only once every few years.
This makes them one of ourstanding picks for the month.  Being online
you can access with the platform of your choice and you are not
restricted to only one operating system.  All you need is a browser to
access.  So what are you waiting for and go check ‘em out…Click here.

NOTE: Send an email to clement.dupuis@gmail.com mentioning you saw CCCURE.org in
CDM’s Cyber Warnings newsletter and Clement will send you a copy of his Scenario Based
questions practice test for FREE. This is a value of $59.99    The real exam contains many
scenario based question,  get ready for this special format,  CCCURE.org is the only vendor
providing such type of quizzes.

(Sources:  CDM and CCCure.org)

http://www.cccure.org/
https://www.freepracticetests.org/quiz/index.php?page=register
mailto:clement.dupuis@gmail.com
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Top Twenty INFOSEC Open Sources

Our Editor Picks His Favorite Open Sources You Can Put to Work Today

There are so many projects at sourceforge it’s hard to keep up with them.  However, that’s not
where we are going to find our growing list of the top twenty infosec open sources.  Some of
them have been around for a long time and continue to evolve, others are fairly new.  These are
the Editor favorites that you can use at work and some at home to increase your security
posture, reduce your risk and harden your systems. While there are many great free tools out
there, these are open sources which means they comply with a GPL license of some sort that
you should read and feel comfortable with before deploying.  For example, typically, if you
improve the code in any of these open sources, you are required to share your tweaks with the
entire community – nothing proprietary here.

Here they are:

1. TrueCrypt.org – The Best Open Encryption Suite Available

2. OpenSSL.org – The Industry Standard for Web Encryption

3. OpenVAS.org – The Most Advance Open Source Vulnerability Scanner

4. NMAP.org – The World’s Most Powerful Network Fingerprint Engine

5. WireShark.org – The World’s Foremost Network Protocol Analyser

6. Metasploit.org – The Best Suite for Penetration Testing and Exploitation

7. OpenCA.org – The Leading Open Source Certificate and PKI Management -

8. Stunnel.org – The First Open Source SSL VPN Tunneling Project

9. NetFilter.org – The First Open Source Firewall Based Upon IPTables

10. ClamAV – The Industry Standard Open Source Antivirus Scanner

11. PFSense.org – The Very Powerful Open Source Firewall and Router

12. OSSIM – Open Source Security Information Event Management (SIEM)

13. OpenSwan.org – The Open Source IPSEC VPN for Linux

14. DansGuardian.org – The Award Winning Open Source Content Filter

15. OSSTMM.org – Open Source Security Test Methodology

16. CVE.MITRE.org – The World’s Most Open Vulnerability Definitions

17. OVAL.MITRE.org – The World’s Standard for Host-based Vulnerabilities

18. WiKiD Community Edition – The Best Open Two Factor Authentication

19. Suricata – Next Generation Open Source IDS/IPS Technology

20. CryptoCat – The Open Source Encrypted Instant Messaging Platform

Please do enjoy and share your comments with us – if you know of others you think should
make our list of the Top Twenty Open Sources for Information Security, do let us know at
marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com.

(Source: CDM)

http://www.truecrypt.org/
http://www.openssl.org/
http://www.openvas.org/
http://www.nmap.org/
http://www.wireshark.org/
http://www.metasploit.org/
http://www.openca.org/
https://www.stunnel.org/index.html
http://www.netfilter.org/
http://www.clamav.net/lang/en/
http://www.pfsense.org/
http://communities.alienvault.com/
https://www.openswan.org/projects/openswan/
http://dansguardian.org/
http://www.isecom.org/research/osstmm.html
http://cve.mitre.org/
http://oval.mitre.org/
http://www.wikidsystems.com/community-version
http://www.openinfosecfoundation.org/index.php/download-suricata
https://project.crypto.cat/about/
mailto:marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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National Information Security Group Offers FREE Techtips

Have a tough INFOSEC Question – Ask for an answer and ‘YE Shall Receive

Here’s a wonderful non-profit
organization. You can join for free,
start your own local chapter and so
much more.

The best service of NAISG are
their free Techtips. It works like
this, you join the Techtips mailing
list.

Then of course you’ll start to see a stream of emails with
questions and ideas about any area of INFOSEC. Let’s say
you just bought an application layer firewall and can’t figure
out a best-practices model for ‘firewall log storage’, you
could ask thousands of INFOSEC experts in a single email
by posting your question to the Techtips newsgroup.

Next thing you know, a discussion ensues and you’ll have
more than one great answer. It’s the NAISG.org’s best kept
secret.

So use it by going here:

http://www.naisg.org/techtips.asp

SOURCES: CDM and NAISG.ORG

SIDENOTE:  Don’t forget to tell your friends to register
for Cyber Defense Magazine at:

http://register.cyberdefensemagazine.com

where they (like you) will be entered into a monthly drawing
for the Award winning Emsisoft anti-malware and our new
favorite system ‘cleaner’ from East-Tec called Eraser 2013.

http://www.naisg.org/
http://www.east-tec.com/
http://www.naisg.org/techtips.asp
http://register.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
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Free Monthly Cyber Warnings Via Email

Enjoy our monthly electronic editions of our Magazines for FREE.

This magazine is by and for ethical information security

professionals with a twist on innovative consumer products and

privacy issues on top of best practices for IT security and

Regulatory Compliance.  Our mission is to share cutting edge

knowledge, real world stories and independent lab reviews on

the best ideas, products and services in the information

technology industry.  Our monthly Cyber Warnings e-

Magazines will also keep you up to speed on what’s happening

in the cyber crime and cyber warfare arena plus we’ll inform you

as next generation and innovative technology vendors have

news worthy of sharing with you – so enjoy.

You get all of this for FREE, always, for our electronic editions.

Click here to signup today and within moments, you’ll receive

your first email from us with an archive of our newsletters along

with this month’s newsletter.

By signing up, you’ll always be in the loop with CDM.
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Silver Sponsors:

To learn more about us, visit us online at http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
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http://www.cccure.org/
http://www.emsisoft.com/
http://www.cccure.org/
http://www.emsisoft.com/
http://www.linoma.com/
http://www.naisg.org/
http://www.pwnieexpress.com/
http://www.linoma.com/
http://www.naisg.org/
http://www.pwnieexpress.com/
http://bs.serving-sys.com/BurstingPipe/adServer.bs?cn=tf&c=20&mc=click&pli=5541765&PluID=0&ord=%5btimestamp%5d
http://www.solantus.com/
http://www.venafi.com/
http://bs.serving-sys.com/BurstingPipe/adServer.bs?cn=tf&c=20&mc=click&pli=5541765&PluID=0&ord=%5btimestamp%5d
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Gold Sponsor:

Don’t Miss Out on a Great Advertising Opportunity.
Join the INFOSEC INNOVATORS MARKETPLACE:

First-come-first-serve pre-paid placement
One Year Commitment starting at only $199
Five Year Commitment starting at only $499
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-marketplace

Now Includes:

Your Graphic or Logo
Page-over Popup with More Information

Hyperlink to your website
BEST HIGH TRAFFIC OPPORTUNITY FOR INFOSEC INNOVATORS

Email: marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com for more information.

http://www.solantus.com/
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-marketplace
mailto:marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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http://pwnieexpress.com/blogs/news/7739455-pwn-pad-unboxing
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http://www.securethecure.org/
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